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Abstract 
 
This thesis provides an ethnographic case study of the Senior Friendship Center (SFC) in 
Sarasota, FL. Within an American cultural context of aging, I will explore how 
reminiscence and ritual work together to construct identity, community, and “home.” 
Relying on Myerhoff, I discuss how reminiscence and ritual turn space into place by 
infusing it with memory and meaning on individual and collective levels. These 
constructions can result in the formation of elder-friendly places necessary for successful 
aging. 
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Introduction 
 
I don’t like the weekends. Well, I’m alone. When I come here I’m with people. 
– Rose 
 

Every individual experiences the process of aging in a unique and different way. 

Maria Vesperi emphasizes that the universal experience of aging is among the basics of 

social life along with kinship, gender relations, subsistence, ritual and even death. She 

laments that many people fail to recognize this (Vesperi 2000: 22). Vesperi also 

addresses the notion that since individuals struggle to understand for themselves what it 

means to be regarded as “old,” anthropology also struggles to represent their experiences 

(2000: 4). I began this thesis feeling confused and unsure of how to talk about the 

universal experience of aging. I feel that the issues and challenges older people confront 

as they age need to be recognized by the larger society. I began my thesis with an 

understanding that there is a problem with the way American culture treats the older 

members of its society. But I could not identify exactly what that problem was. Vesperi 

explains how the effects resulting from the marginalization and mistreatment of old 

people are culturally understood as the effects of old age itself (1986: 149). I thought 

specifically of nursing homes.  

I had only been to a nursing home once when I was around eight years old; my 

family and I were visiting Elsie, an old family friend. She never married and had no 

living family. I remember that the woman she shared a room with did not have a family 

either. During the full duration of our visit Elsie’s roommate continuously said, “That’s 

nice, Elsie,” whenever Elsie talked. Elsie never heard her say that because Elsie had 

hearing problems. This is the only thing I remember from my first and only experience at 

a nursing home, but I do recall feeling extremely sad after hearing Elsie’s roommate 
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repeat those words. At the time, I did not know why this made me sad. Right now it 

makes me sad because it expresses the severe isolation and loneliness nursing homes 

have the potential to create. One’s life can be a room shared with someone who never 

hears, “That’s nice, Elsie.” 

I wanted to study aging because I find it very interesting that old age is an “other” 

that we all will become. On a more personal level, I felt that by studying old age I would 

learn something valuable about life. A third reason is simply my belief that growing older is 

a beautiful process that I hope I am lucky enough to experience. It saddens me that almost 

everyone I know does not want to grow old. This sentiment confuses me. For this reason, I 

wanted to focus my thesis on aging to see how older people experience the process.  

This thesis is an ethnographic study of the Senior Friendship Center (SFC) in 

Sarasota, Florida. I visited SFC two or three times a week for the duration of five months. I 

spent my time there attending various classes, playing Wii bowling, conversing with people, 

and eating lunch with them. I began my research with the notion that I would examine the 

ways identity and space were constructed at SFC. I ended up collecting life histories and my 

analysis focuses on memory as an individual and collective resource that constructs space 

and identity.    

Most of the work I read on aging identified two specific challenges that older people 

face. The first focuses on the individual’s understanding of self in conjunction with society’s 

view of him or her. Some scholars argue that old people struggle to maintain a continuous 

sense of self. This issue becomes even more difficult when old people must also face 

society’s assumptions and expectations of who they should be. These types of studies focus 

on identity and self understanding as the main challenge of aging. Other works extended the 
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main challenge of aging beyond the realm of the individual. They define old people’s 

marginalization as a central problem they encounter. Marginality keeps them out of view 

from the rest of society and they are never offered avenues for appearing before others. 

Appearing is important because it allows for self-presentation and self-definition.  

With this thesis, I hoped to figure out how older people can avert such challenges 

while maintaining a positive experience of aging. I feel that these challenges center on the 

idea of home. The discourse on aging led me to the conclusion that the home’s function as a 

financial, physical, social, and emotional resource makes it a central asset for older people to 

age successfully. I wanted to look at how people use meaningful memories and self-

performative acts to recreate the space around them and maintain a home. By looking at 

memory and ritual’s ability to infuse spaces with meaning, I try to present something 

practical that older people can do to help preserve the kind of life they want.  

 In Chapter One I conduct a focused survey of the literature on the 

anthropology of aging, situating the universal experience of aging within the American 

cultural context. I examine how issues of physical health and functioning, material security, 

family, and sociality, structure American culture’s definition of the life course and successful 

aging. Following this is an evaluation of various theories that attempt to explain how older 

people respond to cultural understandings of old age and definitions of successful aging. 

Attention is given to how older people use reminiscence and memory as a means to 

understand and construct identity. This leads to an exploration of Myerhoff’s (1979) ideas of 

group re-membering, definitional ceremonies, and cultural mirroring. Group re-member 

sustains and builds the community. Definitional ceremonies invent a space that provides a 

group with the opportunity for self-presentation and self-definition that has as its goal 
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cultural mirroring. To better understand Myerhoff’s ideas of reminiscence, group re-

membering, and definitional ceremonies, I explore the relationship between people and 

space. I look at reterritorialization to addresses the complex relationship between people and 

groups as social agents situated in space. With the aid of Goffman (1959) and Hochschild 

(1985), I further explore how space constructs the identities individuals are expected to 

embody and perform. From here I use Catherine Bell’s (1992) idea of ritualization to explore 

the process in which individuals respond to cultural expectations of identity while 

restructuring the world around them. I summarize other case-studies within the discourse on 

aging in light of these ideas. This chapter ends with the notion that successful aging largely 

depends on the individual’s ability to reterritorialize space and perform acts of cultural 

mirroring.  

 Chapter Two introduces the Senior Friendship Center. I summarize the 

organization’s history, present its mission statement, and detail the variety of programs and 

services offered. I introduce Barbara Celnar, the Center’s director, and present her 

interpretation of SFC and its role within the larger Sarasota community. This chapter ends 

with a narration of my entrance into the community and the methodology I used. Chapter 

Three presents the life histories of three members of SFC. I briefly highlight the themes 

surfacing in Socrates, Ellen, and Patty’s life histories. Chapter Four examines in greater 

detail the individual use of memory to construct identity. I apply this analysis to Socrates, 

Ellen, and Patty’s life histories. Then I continue to analyze how collective memory constructs 

group identity and apply this idea to SFC. This leads to an exploration of how place is 

constructed from space. Chapter Four ends by stressing the importance of “home” for 

successful aging.  
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I felt awkward and out of place during my first experiences at SFC because there was 

no place for me. As I continued coming to SFC the people there began opening themselves 

up to me. I always remained an outsider, but I became their outsider. That was the place 

created for me. I began to gain acceptance from the community only when I began to develop 

personal relationships and gain acceptance from its individuals. This taught me how 

community is created and experienced on the individual level and depends on the interactions 

occurring between people. I would like to begin my thesis with this idea in mind. Only 

individuals, people, can overcome the challenges presented by culture and create a better 

world.  
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Chapter 1 Literature Review 
 

Successful Aging 
 

American gerontology frequently defines aging as a strictly psychobiological process 

that all individuals experience in the same way. Research shows, however, that aging is a 

culturally constructed experience. In “Culture and the Meaning of a Good Old Age,” 

Christine Fry et al (2009) explore what makes a good old age in various cultural contexts. 

Project Age represents the results of research in seven culturally and structurally diverse 

communities throughout the world. The goal of this project was to explore how different 

communities “shape the experience of aging and pathways to well-being for their older 

members” (Fry et al 2009: 100). Each site linked four major issues to old age that manifested 

differently in each specific social, economic, and political context. Physical health and 

functioning; material security; family; and sociality in old age were examined at each site. 

The result is a cross-cultural comparison of successful aging (2009: 102).  

Since my research focuses on the American construction of old age, I will focus on 

the aspects of their research that address how the American notion of old age is culturally 

formulated. The first issue, physical health, maintains central importance because of its social 

rather than physical ramifications. Physical health allows people to maintain a degree of 

independence that American culture highly values. Healthy older Americans are those who 

engage in various activities, have energy, and can perform various tasks that allow one to live 

an independent life. Good health also extends beyond the physical to the mental (2009: 103-

105). The United States is an industrialized nation with abundant technology where 

commodities, foods, and labor-saving devices can be purchased. This allows most Americans 

to live a life that requires little labor and physical stamina. When physical limitations due to 
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health prevent older people from living their lives uninhibited, compensations in the form of 

medicine and services can be purchased. Hearing aids, wheelchairs, and other aids along with 

such services as house cleaning allow adults with chronic disabilities to live long, 

independent lives (Fry, et al 2009: 106). 

The second issue, material security, seems to contribute more towards successful 

aging than health does in the United States’ capitalist economy, where good health and 

medical treatment are regarded as commodities. In many parts of the world, food is the 

primary concern. However, for most Americans the focus is on money and income after 

retirement (2009: 107). Material security allows older Americans to maintain their 

independence and freedom. Once this security is gone and as they are less able to perform 

various tasks, people can become subject to the mercy of their children or reliant on nursing 

homes. According to Fry et al such a fate signals “bad old age.” 

Project Age also found that American families play less of a role in economic and 

physical support than in other countries (2009: 111). While U.S. families at times do provide 

financial support, it is not necessarily long-term. More important is the trust and social 

support of the family; a healthy older American has a family that provides companionship, 

trust, and intimacy. According to Fry et al, difficulty with family in old age results from the 

loss of spouses and disagreements with children (Fry, et al 2009: 112-114). 

 Finally, Fry et al. mention sociality as an important factor in successful aging. In the 

United States this involves active participation and visibility in social networks and 

situations. Since most Americans relay on themselves economically, people do not expect to 

tolerate unpleasant or difficult relatives and acquaintances. Relationships are defined more by 

temperament and compatibility than by dependence. Project Age researchers found that 
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socially successful older Americans maintain strong relationships through their concern for 

others and by projecting pleasant personalities (2009: 116-118).  

One unique factor about the United States is the more minor role family relations play 

in a good, or bad, old age. Since most needs are purchased in the market, families are not 

one’s safety net. The importance of family takes precedence at the end of one’s life when 

financial resources are exhausted and one becomes completely dependent on others (2009: 

120). Adequate wealth and technology along with emphasis placed on the value of 

independence make kin support less common (2009: 121). 

Fry et al. conclude, “Our best advice about selecting a place in which to grow old is 

to choose the community you now call ‘home.’ Live in it for a long time and invest in its 

social relationships. Your investment will pay off in an old age in which you are perceived 

and supported in individual terms, not as an ‘old person’”(2009: 122). Yet, it is not that 

simple. As one ages, the decline of physical health and economic resources result in older 

people no longer having the ability to support themselves nor the ability to live in the place 

they call “home.” The only way for one to possess a “good old age” with success in the four 

important defining areas these authors discuss is through the resource of a home, broadly 

defined. 

A good old age requires a good community, a good home, in which to age. In “Aging 

in the Hood: Creating and Sustaining Elder-Friendly Environments,” Phillip B. Stafford 

shifts focus from the individual elder to “the elder-in-community” in looking at health in old 

age. Stafford provides specific case examples that reveal the important elements of the body-

in-place. “As the home becomes an extension of the body of the elder, we can surmise that 

sudden removal from that environment represents an act of violence akin to amputation” 
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(Stafford 2009A: 449). Since home provides meaning, physical support, financial stability, 

and a social network for the individual, the loss of it can result in the loss of everything 

(2009A: 447-451). Here, the definition of home is not merely the physically constructed 

building where one lives; it is the community and resources this place, by its nature, 

provides. 

Stafford’s work is based on the research he conducted through the AdvantAge 

Initiative (AI). AI conducted scientific surveys in multiple cities and regions nationally in 

order to organize a framework for “systematic, evidence-based community planning” 

(2009B: xix). AI began when Penny Feldman, the director of the Center for Home Care 

Policy and Research at the Visiting Nurse Service of New York, discovered that there was no 

systematic framework of indicators that a community could use for measuring elder-

friendliness (2009B: 31). AI first embarked on a cross national journey through four diverse 

communities: Chicago, Illinois; Allentown, Pennsylvania; Raleigh, North Carolina; and Long 

Beach, California, with the goal of defining what an elderly-friendly community looks like. 

Researchers used randomized calls to create three panels of older people ranging from age 45 

to 90 in age in the four communities. Each group created collages expressing what they 

believed necessary for an elder-friendly community (2009B: 32). AI selected measurable 

“indicators” from these collages, including accessible transportation, affordable housing, 

meaningful volunteer work, and access to preventative health services (2009B: 33). From the 

33 indicators, AI created a survey to be conducted in ten different regions across the nation 

with the goal of implementing a community planning process in the ten regions. In each 

community a random sample of 500 individuals over the age of 65 took the survey (2009B: 

33-37). AI used the data in conjunction with comparisons of other communities “to raise 
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awareness about aging issues; to design action plans around particular indicators; to 

undergird decisions by multiple community interests around the allocations of resources; and, 

ideally, to monitor progress toward goals through remeasuring selected indicators at a later 

date” (2009B: 38). Stafford acknowledges that there are multiple pathways for reaching these 

goals (2009B: 43). AI organized these goals into four domains central to an elderly-friendly 

community: the ability to 1. address basic needs; 2. promote social and civic engagement; 3. 

optimize physical and mental health and well being; and 4. maximize independence for frail 

and disabled (2009B: 33). 

With this model Stafford moves beyond the individual elderly to the environments 

where they live. These environments not only directly affect the individual’s life but also 

function as a central component in “public policy and program development” (2009A: 443). 

Stafford uses examples to situate “body-in-place”; this designates the importance of the 

cultural concept of home. Stafford identifies four key assets indicative of home which 

together encompass what he terms the” livability movement,” a movement aware of the 

precedence of the “body-in-place” (2009A: 451). The four assets that home provides for the 

body-in-place are a place for memories, a physically supportive environment, a financial 

cushion, and placement in a social network (2009A:447). 

Stafford’s four key assets of home are the same as the four key issues Fry et al 

describe as determining factors in the production of a successful old age. Simply put, 

successful aging means successful maintenance of home. However, Stafford finds the reality 

is that “American culture takes chronological age as valid reason to categorize people and 

then segregate them into different living environments” (2009A: 445). Such segregation 

makes the maintenance of a home particularly difficult. Since home extends beyond the 
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physical house to the larger surrounding community, the aging individual has less control 

over preserving this space as home. Stafford’s recently published book, Elderburbia 

(2009B), addresses this issue through an intensive analysis of successful community 

building.  

Beginning in the 1950s, suburbia promised the perfect place to for the American 

family to raise its children. This trend has continued with the baby boomers and young adults 

today. The post-World War II parents who have grown old in these suburbs are being joined 

by the now aging baby boomers. According to Stafford, “more older people live in the 

suburbs than in cities and towns combined” (2009B: xv). Stafford calls this Elderburbia and 

challenges whether it is a successful place to age.  

Stafford’s work with the AdvantAge Initiative (AI) structures his research on 

Elderburbia. Stafford says that AI can direct municipalities toward creating improved aging 

environments (2009B: xix). He documents the elaborate trends of the migration of older 

Americans and addresses future demographic changes and how communities must prepare. 

He argues “for a paradigm shift within the fields of gerontology and geriatrics—a shift from 

a predominate focus on the individual aging body to a focus on the body-in-place, where 

‘place’ refers not merely to the physical forces of the environment, but to the meaning-laden 

lifeworld that we occupy. Such a perspective leads reformers to a new set of questions about 

aging in America. Instead of asking how it is that individual elders “succeed” at aging, it asks 

“what are the characteristics of communities that enable elders to flourish?” (2009B: 31).  

Stafford acknowledges and compensates for the limits of the study by arguing for the 

centrality of participation as a tool for complementing and interpreting the data in the most 

productive way. He stresses that an elder-friendly community must serve all members, 
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regardless of age, since creating a community focused on serving one particular age group is 

largely undemocratic. Stafford directly links the well-being of older people with the well-

being of everyone in a community. He stresses the importance of participation in community 

building because of its effectiveness in including a holistic demographic of people from 

varying perspectives. Since the needs of one generation fail to completely match the needs of 

the next, he highlights that community building requires constant participation and 

innovation (2009B: 51-82). 

Stafford’s Elderburbia shows the importance of people’s engagement with place. His 

approach to understanding aging focuses on place and relationships rather than time and the 

body (2009B: xviii). Stafford begins by illustrating the climate of the average small city as 

people grow old. He also explores migration and the choices people make in selecting places 

to retire. He points out that the U.S. population is steadily growing older, which will require 

radical structuring and restructuring of communities and cities. The AdvantAge Initiative’s 

work in community building centers on future demographic changes and the needs of the 

older population.  

According to Stafford, restructuring can result in the new Elderburbia, a community 

that “works for people across the lifespan” (2009B: 141). In this model, a successfully 

designed elder-friendly space requires the collaboration of ethnographic research in 

community participation and designers across the spectrum working together to create a 

framework that integrates the social and the physical (2009B: 141-142). Stafford designates 

five design principles that must be central to their efforts: 1. neighborliness; 2. an 

environment for growth, learning, and autonomy; 3. a positive image of the environment; 4. 

diverse housing; and 4. a community for all ages (2009B: 142). All of these principles 
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emphasize aging as a phenomenon of place, not time. This view of aging helps resolve the 

complications of old age’s ambiguous categorical definition. Instead of worrying about who 

is old and what is old, the jettisoning of time for a focus on place creates a community 

serving all its members.  

The difference between place and space is important to Stafford’s discussion. As 

geography, space refers to arbitrarily assigned physical reference points. Space becomes 

place through processes of human interaction. Place “comes about when space is infused 

with meaning” (2009B: 15). For this reason, most nursing homes do not exemplify the 

successful aging communities found in Stafford’s discussion. The inherent bond between 

body and place further highlights the significance of place. Stafford demarcates the 

significance of the “home place,” going as far to say that the home “becomes a mirror for the 

self” (2009B: 3). He provides the example of people’s ability to walk through a familiar 

place with their eyes closed because one’s body knows the place (2009B: 5). The connection 

and interaction between body and place, which results in meaning and control, create the 

significance of home (2009B: 7-9). This contrasts sharply with images of nursing homes 

where the residents have no control and memories of past inhabitants vanish. In Stafford’s 

analysis, home affords significance in as far as it gives one a sense of place while aging. 

However, he does clarify that others spaces can provide this sense of place. His focus is on 

how individuals can successfully fill the spaces they occupy with meaning and memory 

(2009B: 14). 

Reminiscence and Identity 

The search for an answer begins with an exploration of memory and reminiscence. 

The last 40 years of gerontological research contained, in the words of Stafford, a 
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“fascination with reminiscence.” Gerontologists viewed reminiscence as a natural process 

with therapeutic qualities that helped one create a final definition of self in preparation for 

death. Stafford specifically acknowledges Sharon Kaufman’s, The Ageless Self (1986), as an 

important anthropological work in this field because it augmented scholarship’s 

understanding of the function of reminiscence by arguing for a new definition. As Stafford 

explains, she progressively shifted the notion of reminiscence through her definition of it as a 

process (2009B: 85). Always continuous with earlier selves, the self never ceases to utilize 

reminiscence in the active process of constructing its self. Reminiscence is the act of utilizing 

one’s memory to infuse the present with meaning. This continuous process lasts the duration 

of one’s life and consequentially affirms that in old age we are not disjoined from our earlier 

selves (2009B: 85). Before looking more closely at place, I will examine Kaufman’s ideas of 

reminiscence.  

For scholars such as Kaufman, the issues of aging are more internal and center on one 

maintaining a continuity of self. In The Ageless Self Kaufman collects the life stories of sixty 

individuals over the age of 70 in hopes of better understanding what she terms the ageless 

self, which she defines as “identity in old age.” Kaufman emphasizes the importance of the 

present moment in creating the ageless self. The present significance of past experiences and 

the present discernment of meaningful symbols and events of one’s life form the foundation 

of ones identity in old age. For Kaufman, the key to understanding the ageless self lies in the 

life stories of old people and the recurrent themes that reside within life stories. As she 

explains, “Themes identify the personal, idiosyncratic ways of experiencing and 

communicating meaning in the individual life—the ways in which people interpret 

experience so as to give unique internal continuity and structure to the self” (Kaufman 1986: 
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115). She analyzes these themes with three specific issues in mind: the themes expressed in 

the life stories of the study group, the sources of themes, and the function themes have in 

shaping identity (1986: 26). According to Kaufman, old people confront two main challenges 

of identity formation: “providing a sense of continuity across the life span and reconciling the 

course of a life with ideals and expectations of how a life should be lived” (1986: 27). 

Kaufman believes that themes meet these two challenges by drawing meaning from past 

experiences that are integrated into the present (1986: 27). Old people constantly engage in 

this “adaptive” reinterpretation of making past experiences significant to the present, thus 

creating “a coherent picture of their pasts and a purposeful integrated present” (1986: 127).  

Kaufman’s work centers on the issue of identity. The problem here is in defining 

one’s identity and instilling purpose in the present moment. Kaufman’s work shows how old 

people do this as a reaction to the stereotypes enforced on them as they are placed within the 

cultural category of old age. However, Kaufman assumes that old people feel segregated into 

the category culture constructs for them and this is why she details this active process of 

maintaining a cohesive sense of identity. Kaufman demarcates two challenges of identity 

formation. The first challenge requires that old people constantly reassimilate past 

experiences into the present because those past moments become unidentifiable along side 

one’s present self. The second challenge demands that one reconcile this self with society’s 

ideas and expectations of who one should be. However, I am led to question whether this 

internal struggle actually exists. Even if a discrepancy between one’s actual self and society’s 

expectations of who a person “should” be does exist, the individual might not feel any 

tension or pressure to reconcile the two. It maybe that some older people do not fall into the 

category laid out for them and experience no struggle in maintaining a cohesive self. 
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Yohko Tsuji’s work extends Kaufman’s ideas even further. She agrees with 

Kaufman’s point that the significance of reminiscence lies not in the past but in its 

orientation to the present. While Kaufman argues that the significance of this orientation to 

the present is central to the formation of a cohesive identity in old age, Tsuji argues that 

reminiscence works to reaffirm an old person’s already established identity in opposition to 

society’s marginalized characterization. Reminiscence also works on the collective level to 

heighten the sense of belonging and to “bridge the gap between public and private 

experiences” (Tsuji 2009: 5). 

Tsuji is a Japanese anthropologist who expressed feelings of bewilderment and 

confusion when Americans expressed harsh opinions toward one of her friends who was an 

octogenarian. American culture’s idea of old age contrasted sharply with Tsuji’s cultural 

construction. In “An Organization for the Elderly by the Elderly: A Senior Center in the 

United States” Tsuji shows how the ways old people live their lives can bridge the gap 

between the cultural ideals and the realities of aging (2009: 2). Tsuji examines the elderly 

community at Lake District Senior Center (LDSC) in upstate New York to explore the 

Center’s function specifically as a “stage” for the elderly to “dominate cultural values” and to 

exhibit the ways in which culture shapes the organization of the Center and the patterns of 

elderly peoples’ activities (2009: 2).  

Tsuji found that three dominant American cultural values—independence, 

egalitarianism, and individual choice—play an active role in the lives of the old people in this 

community. This is particularly interesting when considering that American culture defines 

old age as a category severely lacking these values (2009: 1). Some studies of old people 

argue that old people respond to this prejudice by disengaging from dominant American 
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values, but Tsuji argues the opposite (2009: 2). She finds that older people embrace dominant 

American values in order to combat the prejudices projected on them. One problem facing 

old Americans is their social marginalization and the consequent projection of worthlessness 

that stems from it. The LDSC combats this by providing volunteer opportunities to its 

members (2009: 3-4).  

The community Tsuji works with counters the cultural values originally used to 

marginalize them by establishing a sense of self based on the American themes of 

independence, egalitarianism and individual choice. These themes, which traditionally form 

the cultural identity of the young adult Americans who dominate and succeed in society, 

were present in old people’s lives when they were young. As Kaufman mentions, old people 

construct their identity through themes that translate recurrently throughout their lives. The 

elderly, in turn, claim the themes American culture allowed them when they were younger 

because those themes still form their sense of identity. Tsuji’s article reveals how these 

particular old people “dominated cultural ideals” by utilizing LDSC as a stage to do so.  

Tsuji culturally situates the universal experience of aging. Her work extends 

Kaufman’s idea of themes beyond the function of constructing a cohesive self identity to 

reclaiming cultural values for one’s desired use. She establishes old peoples’ active role in 

confronting a culture that creates problems by establishing stereotypes and marginalizing 

them. Old people combat this antagonist, not by acts of aversion, but by acts of 

incorporation. Even though culture can create problems for old people while lacksing 

sufficient models for aging, it may also provide resources for combating this problem, Tsuji 

finds. The elderly utilize LDSC as a stage for combat (2009: 10-11). 
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Tsuji’s work deconstructs notions that American culture and even scholars assume 

characterize older people. For example, Tsuji disregards Kaufman’s understanding that old 

people have a fragmented sense of identity that continually reappropriates the past into to the 

present in order to infuse it with meaning. For Tsuji older people possess an active and 

cohesive identity. While American culture tends to categorize older people as weak and 

passive, Tsuji deconstructs this assumption by illustrating how the individuals at the LDSC 

utilize this space to actively incorporate American values, thus establishing themselves as 

independent and active. She points to examples of active choices, such as isolated older 

people who have chosen to remove themselves from the rest of society in order to assert their 

independence (2009: 8). The seemingly negative stereotypes identified with old age can also 

be understood differently by older people. While the cultural idea of aging may contain 

various negative connotations, these ideas are not universally accepted. At the senior center 

where Tsuji worked, old age is a source of pride. LDSC venerates its oldest member, age 97, 

and the Thursday group gives members over the age of 85 a lifetime membership. With such 

examples, Tsuji elucidates the fact that “old” need not necessarily connote stigma if old 

people don’t bring that into their lives and upon their self identity and understanding. 

What Tsuji’s work essentially shows is that the ways old people live their lives bridge 

the gap between cultural assumptions and realities of old age. In this particular instance, 

LDSC provided the space for these individuals to bridge that gap. This highlights the 

importance of place that Stafford addresses in his discussion of home. Success in old age 

requires a home and community in which to grow and age. Place helps the  individual to 

achieve the key components of a successful old age; an individual also needs this space to 

successfully counter cultural stereotypes and prejudice.  
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Re-membering 

Kaufman’s psychological interpretation of reminiscence’s function adds valuable 

insight to what many aging individuals may experience internally. From here it is important 

to note that reminiscence and memory serve not only the individual, but the culture as well. 

Barbara Myerhoff’s work illustrates this. Her ethnography, Number Our Days (1979), 

focuses on a specific group of elderly European Jewish immigrants residing in California. In 

Myerhoff’s ethnography, reminiscence and memory’s cultural function are repeatedly 

expressed in concrete, ritual form. Myerhoff conducted her ethnography at the Israel Levin 

Center (ILC) in Venice, California. The individuals at the center share “continuities between 

past and present circumstances and social isolation,” that create the dynamics of the Center’s 

culture (Myerhoff 1979A: 7-9). In an accompanying work, Remembered Lives (1979), 

Myerhoff situates the relevance of her ethnography within the context of ritual theory and the 

anthropology of aging. For Myerhoff, the key issue regarding aging in American society is 

the absence of “shared meaning and collective representations for this period of life” (1979B: 

123). For many Americans, the ambiguity of this phase of life results in a deficiency of 

symbols and meaning from which to derive significance. Myerhoff notes that society 

physically sustains its older population but fails to recognize and nurture psychological and 

emotional well-being (1979 B: 123).  

Myerhoff describes the unique form of recollection that Kaufman’s work focuses on 

as “re-membering.” Re-membering unifies the past, present, and future; infusing the 

individual with a sense of continuity and completeness (1979B: 240). This process works 

identically for a group or culture. This group re-membering exhibits the bodily experience of 

memory Stafford talks about. Group re-membering is important because it engages people in 
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an active process that sustains and builds community. As Myerhoff explains, this process 

“involves finding linkages between the group’s shared, valued beliefs and symbols, and 

specific historical events. Particularities are subsumed and equated with grander themes, seen 

as exemplifying ultimate concerns. Then such stories may be enlarged to the level of myth as 

well as art—sacred and eternal justifications for how things are and what has happened. A 

life, then, is not envisioned as belonging only to the individual who has lived it but it is 

regarded as belonging to the world, to progeny who are heirs to the embodied traditions, or to 

God. Such re-membered lives are moral documents and their function is salvific, inevitably 

implying, ‘All this has not been for nothing’” (1979B: 240). Stafford points out that 

Myerhoff’s extension of memory beyond the individual to the group establishes memory as a 

bodily experience. “Not simply ‘self-serving,’ memory reenters the social world as a cultural 

resource—a device by which people do things together. Moreover, memory does not merely 

represent or signify the group, but helps to build it, to sustain it in an active, constitutive 

process” (2009B: 87). Stafford urges an understanding of this bodily experience of memory 

“as it lives outside of people’s heads” and “in people’s lived, collective, and bodily 

experiences of place” (2009B: 87). Myerhoff’s application of ritual theory reveals exactly 

how memory functions as a bodily experience in the way Stafford describes. 

Ritual acts create and solidify group re-membering. The substantial lack of rites of 

passage for later life in American culture as a whole accounts for the ambiguous 

understanding and treatment of aging. Myerhoff explains that rites of passage establish 

significance by presenting to the society a paradigm for the future, for the individual, and for 

the social order. Rituals also teach, socialize, inculcate, and clarify while jointly establishing 

the interconnected state of all its members to each other and to the society (1979B: 221). 
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Myerhoff stresses that the main, and most important, theme of rites of passage is demarcating 

the interdependence and inseparability of the individual and the collective group (2009B: 

222). She finds that memory functions as a cultural resource in people’s bodily experiences 

of place through rituals and that ritual ties memory to space, infusing it with meaning and 

transforming it to place.   

Space and Place 

Before expanding on Myerhoff’s ideas of memory, I will explain current cultural 

notions of space and place in order to begin an exploration of SFC as place, the individual 

bodily experience of memory, and group memory. In “Beyond ‘Culture’: Space, Identity, and 

the Politics of Difference” Gupta and Ferguson examine the notion of space to deconstruct 

definitions of culture and cultural difference. They begin with the example of nations to 

confront the presumption that spaces are autonomous. Although governments create national 

borders, culture fluctuates within and beyond these lines. Articulation models, whereby 

global capitalism disrupts primeval states of autonomy, reveal the constant transformation 

that occurs between local and larger spaces (Gupta and Ferguson 2007:338). Refugees, 

migrants, displaced and stateless people provide clear examples of the deterritorialization of 

space, putting to question notions of the “here” and the “there” that characterize space as 

supposedly autonomous (2007: 339-340).  

Instead of assuming a primal cohesive community, Gupta and Ferguson advocate an 

examination of how the given community was formed out of preexisting interconnected 

space (2007: 339). The power relations embedded here provide clues toward understanding 

the process whereby a space takes on a distinct identity (2007: 339). Instead of creating a 

dichotomy of “us” and “them” and defining these as solid, closed categories, while 
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attempting to create a dialogue between the two poles, anthropology should instead place 

more focus on exploring “the processes of production of difference” (2007: 341-343). One of 

Gupta and Ferguson’s central points is to keep “in mind that notions of locality or 

community refer both to a demarcated physical space and to clusters of interaction” (2007: 

339). Rather than exploring preexisting differences, their analysis focuses on the difference-

producing set of relations occurring from demarcated space and the interactions within that 

space. 

Gupta and Ferguson deconstruct binary notions of space and highlight the complexity 

of variables that form space and people’s relation to it. The association of people and place is 

not stable but constantly in flux. This continuously reterritorializes people’s relationship and 

understanding of themselves and place. Individuals possess much flexibility and influence in 

constructing the world around them because people’s interactions consistently reterritorialize 

space.  

As Gupta and Ferguson point out, binary distinctions between spaces is a premature 

assessment. Therefore, one cannot identify a specific American understanding of space. 

Individuals reside in multiple fields that categorize the individual into multiple groups of 

“us” and multiple groups of “them.” Cuban-Americans highlight the complication of 

people’s notions of space. As a Cuban-American, I am both “us” and “them.” Some may 

believe that America is the space I belong to, while others may argue that Cuba is where I 

belong. The reterritorialization of space in conjunction with the reterritorialization of notions 

of my identity depends on the ideology of the space I am in. An interesting and clear example 

of reterritorialized space occurs in Hialeah, Florida where the Latino community accounts for 

92.17 percent of the city’s population (2006 U. S. Census Bureau). This statistic makes quite 
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a statement. An outsider visiting Hialeah would observe such details as the city street signs 

written in Spanish. Such observations can result in an outsider forming an understanding of 

space that draws a stronger association between Hialeah and Havana, Cuba, than between 

Hialeah and Clearwater, Florida. This example stress Gupta and Ferguson’s point that the 

association of people and place is not a stable binary but rather a complex web of interactions 

that are constantly in flux.  

The binary categories of “old” and “young” people are visible in American culture 

and exemplify one of the many false dichotomous definitions of people and places. 

According to Gupta and Ferguson’s model, this disjunction results from how space is 

demarcated and from the interactions occurring within physical space. This association of a 

unitary group with a specific space, and the binary dichotomy of “here” versus “there,” needs 

challenging. Gupta and Ferguson’s advice is essential for evaluating the American cultural 

context of aging and American notions of “old” age. Their final bit of advice is that one must 

not try to create a dialogue between two different poles (since space contains more than two 

binary poles). Instead, one must explore “the processes of production of difference,” a 

necessary component that one must understand in order to successfully reterritorialize space. 

In the case of the older American population, Myerhoff’s ideas of reminiscence and ritual 

provide the tools for reterritorialization. 

The dichotomy of “young” versus “old” frequently results in attempts to evaluate old 

people through the cultural frame assigned to the young. This results in an assessment of 

deficits and a subsequent lack of visibility for older people within American society, as 

clearly exemplified in the works cited in this chapter. Fry et al’s four major issues (physical 

health, material security, family, and sociality) affecting the American notion of successful 
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aging all highlight the salience of the American ideal of independence. Within each of these 

issues, successful aging is achieved wherever the individual maintains independence. The 

salience of this particular notion of independence (a revered American value) demonstrates 

how American culture utilizes the cultural frame of the larger, younger population to 

understand the older population and ignores the changing dynamics present as people age. 

Tsuji expands upon this by remarking that American culture defines old age as a category 

lacking dominant American values. Tsuji reveals how the individuals at LDSC actively 

embrace independence, egalitarianism, and individual choice to counter the assumptions and 

prejudices projected onto them. Although these individuals create their own reality and 

notions of self, they are still answering to larger cultural notions and ideas. 

In “Elders, Ancients, Ancestors and the Modern Life Course,” Maria Cattell and 

Steven Albert examine the life course as a multidisciplinary field of investigation. The life 

course perspective considers the interaction between people, place, and time and how these 

factors structure the experience of aging (Cattell and Albert 2009: 115). They define the life 

course as a culturally constructed pattern of sequential stages individuals move through as 

they age (2009: 116). Not only is the life course variously defined on its own, but also across 

culturally constructed gender, racial, and other structural divides. 

According to Cattell and Albert, research on aging shows that within the United 

States the life course has become more flexible than previously thought (2009: 118). In the 

United States, civil rights and women’s movements have altered social and economic 

landscapes and the American emphasis on independence and autonomy have encouraged 

individuals to shape their own life course. Subsequently, the American life course no long 

follows the “three box” model of education, work, retirement (2009: 129). Events signifying 
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life course transitions now occur at different ages across the life span. People marry, have 

children, and enroll in college later than ever. Furthermore, many transitions are gradual or 

even reversible, such as the function of divorce to reverse the state of marriage. In many 

places poverty, war, and other forces limit individual agency (2009: 120), but Cattell and 

Albert highlight the variation within the American experience of aging. Yet another aspect 

defining the life course of all Americans is the cultural ideal of independence as it functions 

with the sociopolitical and economic expectations of each individual’s position within 

society.  

In “When Old is New: Cultural Spaces and Symbolic Meaning in Late Life,” Jennie 

Keith explores how the life course functions as a tool for social organization that can define 

new cultural spaces within which old age is experienced. Not all cultures construct a 

sequentially patterned life course individuals move through as they age. In the United States 

such a staged life course is a reality that allows for potential existence of cultural spaces 

defined by chronological age. Keith calls this a recent possibility resulting from extended life 

expectancy. Residential communities for older people provide a tangible new cultural space 

(Keith 2009: 146-7). Although Americans employ individual agency within the life course, 

Keith stresses that there are strong cultural expectations that retired people move into age-

homogeneous communities (2009: 148).This life-stage transition brings together the new 

cultural space of retirement communities, with emerging cultural norms promoting age-

homogeneous channels for social life and personal identity in the suburb, and shows their 

influence on definitions of life-stage expectations related to age (2009: 151). Keith shows 

how the life-stage of retired people is a cultural space. The cultural identity of old age is a 
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place within American culture. This place of old age results in the expectation that upon 

transitioning to this life stage, old people will move to culturally defined old spaces.  

Keith mentions that older people may find ways to use their age-bound groups and 

communities as bases from which to open channels to other ages, first on the group level, and 

eventually for individuals. Age-homogeneous bonds that have provided access to personhood 

and social participation not available in some mixed-age environments may eventually 

become a bridge back to fuller membership in communities that are truly “elder-friendly” 

(2009: 154). Keith describes Swarthmore, PN, as a specific example of this. In Swarthmore, 

age-homogenous groups provide support networks that provide resources that make aging 

less risky. This allows older people to continue living in and contributing to the Swarthmore 

community (2009: 152). This addresses Stafford’s question regarding how older people fill 

the spaces they occupy with meaning. By engaging in these new cultural spaces defined by 

age-homogeneous communities, old people can receive all the benefits provided by a home 

and community. From this position, this home, old people can enter into other cultural spaces 

and work towards turning mixed-age communities into elder-friendly spaces. Keith’s work is 

relevant to my research because SFC functions as a new cultural space that she describes. An 

understanding of Keith’s ideas can help SFC engage in the process of entering mixed-age 

communities in order to construct elder-friendly spaces.  

In many studies of aging, including Myerhoff and Kaufman’s ethnographies as well 

as my own research, many of the old people interviewed continuously express the confusion 

they feel when they look into the mirror. They comment that they do not feel old at all but as 

if they are still 20. My initial response to this theme recurrently surfacing in work on aging 

was confusion and slight frustration. I thought that if I were 80 years old I would feel so, 
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because that is the age I would be. If no one feels 80, what does it mean to be 80 and is 

anyone really 80 years old? I realized that these individuals do not feel “old” because they 

are not “old.” “Old” is not a clearly defined category predominately based on chronology or 

biology; it is a socially constructed, classifying tool. There is a clear distinction between what 

it is like to be old versus how it feels to be regarded as old (Vesperi 1985: 22). 

One specific interview between Myerhoff and Shmuel, a member of ILC, poignantly 

established the importance of reminiscence and collective memory. Shmuel’s recollection of 

the past reflects Graham Rowles idea that the remembering of events implies the 

remembrance of place (Rowles 1978: 37). The interview began with Shmuel reading 

Myerhoff several poems he wrote about his family and the cultural assimilation and 

inordinate social change they confronted once World War II began. In the Polish town where 

he lived, everyone talked of going to America. The pervasive social and political tension 

during this time instilled a new ideology in the youth, who became “beyond the reach of 

parents and rabbis” (1979A: 71). Steadily, more people began to move out of this town as 

immigration to the United States promised solace from the fears these Polish Jewish men and 

women faced. Only when Shmuel’s mother consulted with a rabbi who confirmed her 

conviction that immigrating was in the family’s best interest did his father finally agree to 

make the move. Shmuel asks himself why he loved this place, a little town in Poland, so 

much when everyone there suffered from hunger and fear as the town crumbled. In 

remarking upon the disastrous decline of his native community, he defends his love for it by 

highlighting that amid this strife “every little child there is rubbing elbows with the glorious 

kings and priests of the Holy Land” and visions of Jerusalem and the prophets fighting for 

freedom and justice instills within them all a spark of life and “in this we find our home” 
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(1979A: 68-69). This sentiment expressed by Shmuel points to Gupta and Ferguson’s finding 

that the memory of place constructs new environments for the individual; especially when no 

meaning or significant memories exist to bind one to his or her current geographical location. 

Shmuel’s description of place demonstrates that place can, and does, exist outside of space. 

The construction of place is an historical process, since the transition of space into place 

emerges in the past and continues to the present; this occurs when human interaction infuses 

it with memory and meaning. Place, along with the self, are reflexive states that continuously 

undergo reterritorialization that derives from people’s bodily experiences of memory. 

For Shmuel, this image of his home is “a dream you can feel, but not touch” (1979A: 

73) and no amount of words can sustain the size of his canvas. “How can I hope to tell you 

about what life used to be? So much we have talked, so much there is left out. If I made the 

full story I would have to tell you how it was in Poland going back to my father’s father, how 

they lived” (1979A: 72-73). Shmuel’s remarked that a complete picture of this Polish home 

requires a narration of his father’s father’s way of life exemplifies the centrality of group 

memory on the individual level. Individual people experience and interpret their lives in 

direct relation to the larger group they are a part of. Group memory grounds a person’s 

understanding of self. The process of narrating the course of his life to Myerhoff, Shmuel 

commented, incessantly carried him back to that place he called home. This place exists in 

his acts of reminiscence; which function together with the memories of all who lived there 

(the collective group memory) in creating Shmuel’s memory of home. Immeasurable years of 

reminiscence and group memory construct “place” and extol all of its values; only upon this 

foundation can individuals create a “home.” Consequentially, individuals actively infuse 

place with memory through their interactions and this reaffirms and reconstructs the memory 
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and identity of the whole group. Members of the group’s bodily experience of memory 

helped form Shmuel’s bodily experience of memory because these individuals shared and 

imparted their own memories in him directly; as well as indirectly, through the latent reality 

of culture’s influence on one’s worldview and life course.  

Individual and group bodily experiences of memory mutually affect and reshape each 

other. Shmuel established individual memory’s dependence on group memory as salient for 

its successful existence. This is where the work of Kaufman falls short, through its sole 

emphasis on individual reminiscing. While the individual process of reminiscing and 

reflecting on one’s life is invaluable to the process of maintaining a cohesive and meaningful 

self identity, people need a place where they can perform this process. Group memory creates 

this place. Group remembering establishes the bodily experience of memory. Without this, 

individuals may find themselves possessing an understanding of self that conflicts with the 

identity of the space they occupy. During a narration of his life Shmuel commented: 

It is not the worse thing that can happen for a man to grow old and die. 
But here is the hard part. When my mind goes back there now, there 
are no roads going in or out. No way back remains because nothing is 
there, no continuation. Then life itself, what is its worth to us? Why 
have we bothered to live? All this is at an end. For myself, growing old 
would be altogether a different thing if that little town was there still. 
All is ended. So in my life, I carry with me everything—all those 
people, all those places, I carry them around until my shoulder bend. I 
can see the old rabbi, the workers pulling their wagons, the man 
carrying his baby tied to his back, walking up from the Vistula, no 
money, no house, nothing to feed his child. His greatest dream is to 
have a horse of his own, and in this he will never succeed. So I carry 
him. If he didn’t have a horse, he should have at least the chance to be 
remaining in the place he lived. Even with all that poverty and 
suffering, it would be enough if the place remained, even old men like 
me, ending their days, would find it enough. But when I come back 
from these stories and remember the way they lived is gone forever, 
wiped out like you would erase a line of writing then it means another 
thing altogether for me to accept leaving this life. If my life goes now, 
it means nothing. But if my life goes, with my memories, and all that 
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is lost, that is something else to bear (quote in Myerhoff, 1979A: 73-
74). 
 
The image of Shmuel carrying on his bent back the place and all the people from his 

past visually demonstrates individual memory’s reliance on group remembering for its 

existence. Shmuel’s life narrative diverged into an account of the Polish town of his youth 

and the stories of the people he once knew. He needed to lay this foundation before he could 

build an understanding of himself. His final comment directly places group remembering 

over individual memory by designating the death of individual memory as insignificant as 

long as the group’s collective memory lasts. 

Barbara Myerhoff’s work on ritual and meaning can help to illustrate the processes 

that produce the shared identity between space and people. In ritual acts “the human body 

itself is a symbolic statement, presenting to the society and the individual the message that 

the group and its members are inseparable, that they are vehicles for each other and must 

coexist” (1979B: 222). Ritual demonstrates the inseparability of space and people through its 

function as the tool that territorializes their identity. The deficiency of rite of passage rituals 

for old Americans can result in vague feelings, attitudes, habits, and expectations about 

aging. Myerhoff believes that this ambiguity replaces the cultural production of symbols that 

provide meaning and significance for old age (1979B: 107). 

Through ritual performance individuals, or groups, receive visibility and recognition; 

it is here that the “Being,” a social psychological construct, is made. Myerhoff believes that 

this, along with placement in the social structure, gives us a sense of purpose and identity, 

something that our species cannot live without (1979A: 233).  Not merely a medium for 

appearing before others and society, performance and storytelling also actuate self-definition.  

Myerhoff designates two types of performance where this self-definition occurs. The first 
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being natural occasions where the group is given a social arena for performing. The second 

type she calls “Definitional Ceremonies” whereby the group must invent the space for their 

performance. These performances are “collective self-definitions specifically intended to 

proclaim an interpretation to an audience not otherwise available” (1979A: 235). Definitional 

ceremonies are ritual acts that allow marginal people opportunities for self-presentation and 

self-definition. Definitional ceremonies result in what she terms cultural mirroring.  

In “Seeing the Unseen,” Maria Vesperi examines the concern of invisibility within 

the study of aging (Vesperi 2000: 1). One specific work her analysis examines is Myerhoff’s 

Number Our Days (1979). Vesperi analyzes the part of Myerhoff’s ethnography that 

describes the event where a bicyclist collided with an 86-year-old woman who 

consequentially dies. Myerhoff describes this situation as “death by invisibility.” However, 

she also stresses that extremely marginalized people are not always consciously ignored or 

abused, in many instances they are simply not seen (2000: 6). After this tragedy, the 

members of ILC organized a protest parade. This culminated in the group’s return to the 

Center to celebrate the 100th birthday of another one of their members. Myerhoff identifies 

this as an example of cultural mirroring. Cultural mirroring is a process that “involves a 

definition of self that begins when people exert agency on the symbols that generate 

stereotyped identities and reflect them back in an altered form” (2000: 8-9). Myerhoff 

stresses the role of anthropologists and journalists as witness to this and other events of 

cultural mirroring, highlighting the importance of media and publications’ function in 

communication (2000: 10). These media of communication can help marginalized people 

resist invisibility. This notion of the process of cultural mirroring and its function in 

resolving invisibility is central to my thesis and research at SFC. 
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Fronts 

Before describing how social agents intentionally proclaim their identity in the 

cultural field, I will first discuss how the symbols that generate stereotyped identities become 

imposed on them. These stereotypes happen through all the acts individuals perform in their 

everyday lives, since culture provides a specific understanding and interpretation of every act 

performed in its field. In Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (1959), Erving Goffman 

examines the individual’s experience and assimilation of the roles he or she performs. He 

distinguishes two extremes, the cynical performer and the convinced performer. The cynical 

performer understands that the self one presents is a fabricated, or fictional self, that one uses 

to convince or persuade an audience for one’s own purposes. Convinced performers sincerely 

believe that the roles they stage reflect reality. These two extremes can exist within an 

individual’s understanding of self at the same time (1959: 17-20).  

 Goffman calls the stages for these performances “fronts.” Very much 

dependent on physical geographical space, fronts provide a setting for individuals to perform. 

However, these fronts can also be limiting, since performers must begin their acts when they 

arrive at the appropriate front and conclude the acts when they leave. This can clearly have 

disruptive effects on the individual’s understanding of self. One’s identity can change 

countless times every day, according to which front one occupies. The individual can begin 

to question which is his or her true self.  

The definition of fronts opens itself to factors beyond geographical space. Goffman 

takes front to mean “the expressive equipment of a standard kind intentionally or unwittingly 

employed by the individual during his performance” (1959: 22). Front coherence requires the 

individual to ensure that “those before him that he plays one of his parts will not be the same 
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individuals before whom he plays a different part in another setting” (1959: 49). Goffman 

terms this ‘audience segregation’ pointing out that this needed coherence between 

performances “points out a crucial discrepancy between our all-too-human selves and our 

socialized selves” (1959: 56). This demand for a coherent continuum between the various 

performances an individual acts out is not only a demand of the audience but also of the 

individual. Otherwise one may feel a sense of fragmentation in one’s identity.  

Goffman states that fronts also serve as orienting tools because they occur in a variety 

of situations (1959: 26). The same front often occurs in different routines and situations. 

Perhaps, because of this, social fronts consistently institutionalize the stereotypes that arise 

from them and self-impose new meanings distinct from the acts that created the front (1959: 

27). Thus fronts become a “collective representation.”  

When an actor takes on an established social role, usually he finds that 
a particular front has already been established for it. Whether his 
acquisition of the role was primarily motivated by a desire to perform 
the given task or by a desire to maintain the corresponding front, the 
actor will find that he must do both. Further, if the individual takes on 
a task that is not only new to him but also unestablished in the society, 
or if he attempts to change the light in which his task is viewed, he is 
likely to find that there are already several well established fronts 
among which he must choose. Thus, when a task is given a new front 
we seldom find that the front it is given is itself new. (Goffman 1959: 
27) 
 

This exemplifies the problem of claiming one’s desired self-identity. Goffman 

believes that every social role an individual wishes to perform contains a front, or several, 

associated with it. Social agents may perform because of their desire to perform certain acts 

or roles, or they may perform in order to sustain a specific front. Either way, the individual 

must do both because they become the same through “collective representation.” And since 

an act may be associated with several fronts, the individual may be stuck with the option of 
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either performing an act to achieve a desired front-identity along with the undesired fronts 

tied to it; or not acting to avoid undesired front-identity in compensation of the desired front. 

When an individual wishes to perform an unestablished role, there are already several fronts 

from which to choose. Goffman’s ideas help form an understanding of the cultural 

construction of old age as it results from fronts assigned to it.  

In The Managed Heart (1985) Arlie Hochschild expands upon Goffman’s ideas 

through an examination of the emotional labor of flight attendants. Emotional labor demands 

that individuals produce feelings the audience expects. Workers deal with emotional labor 

through surface or deep acting; surface acting disguises true feelings and simultaneously 

presents false ones (Hochschild 1983: 33). Actors employ this method by utilizing their 

bodies as tools to evoke emotion and passion within the audience; at the same time, actors 

understand that these emotions reside outside of themselves (1983: 37). This becomes 

problematic (for workers) because they can feel unsatisfied with the lack of authenticity in 

this approach. This effectuates deep acting where both the actor and the audience accept the 

deceptive emotions as truthful (1983: 33). Deep acting occurs in two ways: by directly 

inciting feeling and by indirect use of past experiences and the imagination (1983: 38). Here, 

one can clearly see emotion as an object (1983: 41). Actions mold this object to the form 

appropriate for the social situation.  

Such deep acting occurs in the work place as emotional labor but to a more 

detrimental degree. Service workers must deal with situations and people to whom they 

originally possessed no attachment. Consequentially, they must evoke past memories and 

emotions within themselves that are rooted in significant feelings in order to feel emotional 

regard for the situation or persons. The deep acting “stage” puts the worker’s true self up for 
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sale. The more this exploitation continues “the more that self risks seeming false to the 

individual worker and the more difficult it becomes for him or her to know which territory of 

self to claim” (1983: 196). Emotional labor requires a balancing of two separate emotional 

lives (public and private) which poses a challenge to the person’s sense of self (1983: 133-

136).  

Workers reconcile the problem of authenticity in one of three ways: by identifying 

too strongly with the job, and eventually becoming burned-out; by clearly distinguishing 

themselves from the job and blaming themselves for making this very distinction, eventually 

denigrating themselves as just actors, not sincere; or by distinguishing themselves from their 

acts, without blame, and seeing the job as requiring the capacity to act. For this last worker 

there is some risk of estrangement and cynicism about acting (1983: 187). The problem 

inherent in all three situations is that workers will either become too invested in their job, or 

they will become too removed and feel guilty (1983: 189). Regardless of the stance taken, 

workers must appease the inherent antagonism of their private and public selves.  

Hochschild’s argument assumes an inherent divide between an individual’s work and 

private life. The former alienates the individual who must then cope with the harsh demands 

of the job through suppressing and conjuring up emotions. Performing one’s culturally 

constructed identity also requires the use of emotional labor. Old people must confront 

emotional labor and work to appease the antagonism between their position in the cultural 

category of old age and their personal feelings about what it means to be old.  

Ritualization 

Goffman and Hochschild address the relationship between people and fronts but they 

do not examine how the individual can proceed to change fronts. Catherine Bell’s work 
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offers a model for how people can use their bodies to successfully alter fronts while escaping 

the demands of emotional labor. Bell’s Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice (1992) focuses on how 

people use ritualized acts in a strategic way in order to deal with specific situations (1992: 

92). Bell’s analysis focuses on what she terms ritualization, a process she distinguishes from 

ritual. 

Viewed as practice, ritualization involves the very drawing, in and 
through the activity itself, of a privileged distinction between ways of 
acting, specifically between those acts being performed and those 
being contrasted, mimed, or implicated somehow. That is, intrinsic to 
ritualization are strategies for differentiating itself—to various degrees 
and in various ways—from other ways of acting within any particular 
culture. At a basic level, ritualization is the production of this 
differentiation. At a more complex level, ritualization is a way of 
acting that specifically establishes a privileged contrast, differentiating 
itself as more important or powerful (1992: 90).  
 
Also fundamental to ritualization is its anchorage in the body and the interaction 

between the social body and the symbolic spatiotemporal world (1992: 93). Ritualization 

produces the ritualized body through the mutually affective relationship between the body 

and the surrounding environment (1992: 98). Bell coins the term “ritualized body” in order to 

move away from Goffman’s idea of the body as a capsule molded by society. This gives the 

human body more agency (Bell 1992: 94). 

The acts of the ritualized body spatially and temporally organize the encompassing 

environment around schemes of privileged opposition. Ritualization generates a ritualized 

environment that constructs new meaning by manipulating the relationships between things. 

It strategically manipulates socio-cultural contexts through the act of reproducing it (1992: 

106-110). This constructed environment also inscribes these schemes onto the ritualized 

body. According to Bell, people falsely tend to interpret the values and experiences formed 

during this circular process as coming from a stronger, external, hegemonic power; in reality 
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it comes from the ritualized body. According to Bell’s model, as the ritual body enters other 

spaces, its acts dominate the surrounding environment and simultaneously reconstruct these 

spaces according to the schemes of privileged opposition constructed by the ritual body. 

Bell describes ritualization as the most effective action to take when: (1) indirect 

claims of power establish the dynamic and negotiation among relationships, and (2) the 

experienced hegemonic order must be made socially redemptive in order to be personally 

redemptive. This provides people with a vision of a personally empowering experience of a 

community order (1992: 116), making ritualization important for marginalized people as it is 

a necessary tool for cultural mirroring. This makes ritualization particularly important for old 

people who, as a marginalized group, can gain redemptive benefits from ritualization’s 

restructuring of their relationship with the surrounding environment.   

 Ritualization also provides an answer to the question I explored in the 

beginning of this chapter concerning the construction and maintenance of a “home” in old 

age. Fry et al advise individuals choosing a place to grow old in to “choose the community 

you now call ‘home.’ Live in it for a long time and invest in its social relationships. Your 

investment will pay off in an old age in which you are perceived and supported in individual 

terms, not as an ‘old person’” (2009: 122). Fry’s advice lacks a functional explanation of 

how one can actually construct and maintain this community and “home.” I believe that 

individuals can use the process of ritualization to reterritorialize space in order to construct 

and maintain a “home.” The following chapter introduces the Senior Friendship Center, an 

elder-friendly place where I conducted my research. This chapter introduces the Center, its 

physical space, its mission, its history, and its resources and services. The chapter ends with a 

description of the methodology I used and a narration of my entrance into the community.  
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Chapter 2 
 
 I personally come because it’s a form of exercise, because I got to get bathed, dressed, have my food, 

get in my car, and come here. And then I’m going to talk, so this requires thought on my part, and motion. And 
all these things are food for the brain as far as I’m concerned. People may make fun of it and say it’s stupid. I’ll 
admit, there are parts of it that are stupid, but not to me because I need that. I don’t have grandchildren. I don’t 
have pets. I don’t have any crutches outside of my daughter, and I can’t persecute her because I’m old. That 
would be most unfair. So, I have to do it on my own.  

–Ellen 
 

The Senior Friendship Center “People helping people” 

The Senior Friendship Center (SFC) website contains a page titled “Interesting 

Facts.” It begins with a summary of statistics, detailing that in 2005 SFC provided delivery 

meals, medical assistance, dental assistance, and medication—among other things—to 

hundreds of thousands of people. Following this summary is a description of “America’s 

Aging Population” that provides information gathered in 2004 from the U.S Bureau of the 

Census, the National Center on Health Statistics and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This 

section reveals that one in every eight Americans is a “senior citizen,” and that this 

population continues to grow rapidly. By the year 2030 the number of people 65 and older 

will double. The median income for older men is just over $20,000 and for women just over 

$11,000. Thirty-one percent of non-institutionalized older people live alone. By posting these 

statistics on their website, SFC brings attention to some of the issues facing older Americans 

that the Center works toward resolving.  

Brother William Geenen first visited Sarasota in 1973. He noticed that the city lacked 

a gathering place for older people so he decided to return shortly with the goal of working to 

resolve this issue. Sarasota’s need for such a place was affirmed in the Center’s opening day, 

when more than 500 individuals showed up to volunteer their efforts. Brother Geenen gave 

Senior Friendship Centers a plural named because he envisioned a future network of Centers 

throughout southwest Florida. Today, SFC locations stretch from Sarasota, Venice, Charlotte 
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County, Collier County, Desoto County, and Lee County. Senior Friendship Centers is a 

private, non-profit corporation, working with and for older adults regardless of race, sex, 

religion, or national origin. 

Geenan, a Catholic Brother of the Holy Cross, did not want to restrict SFC by 

affiliating it with a religious organization. He wanted to bring “people of all backgrounds and 

walks of life together to find solutions to the challenges of aging” 

(http://www.friendshipcenters.org/aboutUs/history.cfm). SFC does this well. The mission 

statement on their website reads: 

Realizing that in helping others we help ourselves, Senior Friendship 
Centers' staff, volunteers, and participants form a family of "People 
Helping People." As a non-profit charitable organization, we dedicate 
ourselves to helping older adults live with dignity and respect by 
providing services that address their needs, including: Remaining 
independent; Preventing premature institutionalization; Relieving 
isolation and loneliness; Improving quality of life and health for 
seniors. 
 

SFC is successful because the organization understands the American cultural context of 

aging and works toward addressing relevant issues. SFC provides a model for senior centers 

across the country and it has received national recognition. The highest achievement for 

senior centers is national accreditation awarded by the National Institute of Senior Centers, a 

unit of the National Council of the Aging. This requires a center to undergo a self-assessment 

process and peer review. Florida has 260 senior centers, five of these belong to the nation’s 

90 accredited centers. The Senior Friendship Center is one of Florida’s five nationally 

accredited centers.  

The implementation of legislation shows that the American government and people 

have accepted some responsibility for how older people are treated. In 1965 Congress passed 

the Older Americans Act (OAA), which established the Administration on Aging (AoA) that 
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addresses the social service needs of older people. The Act’s goal is to help older people 

maintain independence in their homes and communities and to promote care for the 

vulnerable elderly. Amendments to OAA have responded to new, specific needs. In the 2009 

fiscal year, federal funding for the OAA amounted to $2.3 billion: 63.5 percent ($1,443.3 

million) went towards grants for state and community programs on aging; 30.5 percent 

($691.9 million) for community service employment for older Americans; 2.7 percent ($ 60.4 

million) for aging network support activities; 1.6 percent ($36.6 million) for grants for Native 

Americans; 0.9 percent ($21.4 million) for vulnerable elder rights protection activities; 0.8 

percent ($18.2 million) for research, training, and demonstrations. SFC began with $79 in a 

checking account. Today the organization’s financial dependence rests largely on donations 

from members of the community and government funding from OAA.  

Statistics on the SFC website highlight the key elements of successful aging identified 

by Fry et al (2009) and point to the struggle many older Americans face on a daily basis. The 

rapid growth of the older U.S population means that health, material security, family, and 

sociality are becoming more and more dominant national issues and require crucial attention. 

Achieving healthy aging in the four domains requires financial means and mobility. In 2004, 

for one-third of Americans over 65, Social Security benefits constitute 90 percent of their 

income. In 2007, 27 percent of Americans 65 and older lived alone. These statistics exhibit 

the difficult realities facing many older Americans attempting to afford medical 

commodities, travel, or the costs associated with socially stimulating activities. Demographic 

studies and research on aging continue to expose the challenges that older individuals face.  

A constant concern that SFC battles is the process whereby an older person starts to 

lose independence and must proceed to a nursing home or other premature 
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institutionalization. Most of the amenities and services offered at SFC concentrate on 

addressing this concern. The organization’s three buildings each offer specific, unique 

resources directed towards sustaining one’s independence and combating institutionalization. 

The Adult Day Services Center offers specific immediate attention and care for frail 

individuals, such as those in early stages of dementia. Here individuals receive more direct 

attention, such as help eating lunch. In a conversation I had with Barbara Celnar, the 

Community Service Manager, she explained that adult day services provide caretakers with a 

reliable space to bring loved ones during work or the hours they need to run errands. Some 

frail individuals are placed in nursing homes because their loved ones are too busy to provide 

proper care for them. The second building, the Rubin Center for Healthy Aging, provides 

medical and dental services to individuals over the age of 50 who are uninsured or in 

financial need. More than 50 retired physicians representing 15 specialties, more than 17 

dentists, three pharmacists, and 30 nurses and clinic aides volunteer here. The more than 

2,000 patients served here annually are billed on a sliding scale according to their ability to 

pay.  

I conducted my research in the third building, the main Senior Center. This social hub 

offers a variety of activities and resources. Automatic doors open up to the large Great Room 

where the bulk of social activity occurs. A few feet from the doors is the wooden dance floor, 

where various classes are held. Live music is performed every day around the piano in the 

center of the Great Room. A collection of couches and tables with chairs radiate from this 

center and occupy most of the space. The receptionist immediately asks everyone to sign in, 

upon entering the great room. Just past the reception desk is the Wii station and bathroom. 

Most of the men can be spotted just north of this, next to the two adjacent pool tables. Most 
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social activity occurs towards a corner where a barista sells low-priced snacks and drinks, all 

priced below a dollar. Next to the barista’s station is a gym with a few machines. On the 

eastern wall of the Great Room are double doors that lead to a library housing a circulating 

collection of donated books. There is a computer station upstairs where four computers tend 

to be in high demand. Most of the classes occur in the northwest and northeast corners of the 

second floor, where there are more designated rooms and offices. All these areas create 

specific social networks and define key aspects of the community. I entered into many of 

these community spaces, but only after specific occurrences did I become comfortable and 

visible.  

Most of the people at SFC whom I befriended are independent and living what 

Christine Fry et al would term “a good old age.” Those lacking the ability to drive to and 

from SFC take advantage of the vans that pick up individuals at their homes and return them 

at the end of the each day. This resource aids in prolonging their independence and mobility.  

THE COMMUNITY 

One striking aspect of SFC is its egalitarian structure. The positions of employee, 

volunteer, and member do exist, but not for the purpose of establishing a hierarchical 

arrangement of power. While conducting field work I quickly noticed that practically 

everyone who came to the Center wore a volunteer badge. What perplexed me about this was 

that I never really saw these volunteers actually doing any sort of work. Essentially, coming 

to SFC and participating in the community makes one a volunteer; this instills a sense of 

purpose in everyone, purpose with importance for the whole community. Even the handful of 

employees remains on an equal plane with everyone else. In an interview, Barbara Celnar 

mentioned that SFC employees constantly stress to everyone that “this is your senior center.”  
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During my experience at SFC I witnessed a community of old people acting in 

accordance with the antithesis of many American stereotypes; they are independent, active, 

productive, and adaptable. The ongoing assortment of activities and events at the Center 

reinforces the formation of this identity. Barbara Celnar lamented to me that far too many 

people still remain confined to their homes, thinking there is no cultural space for them. 

Employees such as Barbara combat this with the help of television commercials on local 

channels, SFC’s monthly newspaper, and other outreach tools. The numbers do continue to 

grow and the Center embraces the challenge of serving more individuals across three 

generational divides. Barbara has seen a big change since she started working at SFC in the 

early 1990s: “We’re really turning from a place of serving people to a place for them to 

serve, for them to get engaged in their community; from being served to serving,” she said.   

Volunteering attracts the majority of new members, and as volunteers, new members 

learn about the variety of services offered at the Center. Knowledge of available resources 

ensures that they too can acquire help if the need occurs. Barbara feels strongly about the 

benefits of having such a large population of the Center’s members volunteer. She explained 

that it makes them “more involved and engaged in life” while jointly producing “a sense of 

purpose and meaning to their lives.” If members volunteer, Barbara states, “it brings them a 

sense of ownership of the Center and it feels like it’s more of their Center.” I witnessed 

Barbara’s point several times. Volunteers disperse trays of food during lunch, for example; in 

talking about this particular volunteer duty, Socrates, a daily volunteer, commented, “If I 

don’t come here and feed the old people, they starve.” One volunteer, Vivian, spends all of 

her time at the Center playing Wii bowling. She understands her performance of this activity 

as much more than merely playing a video game. I asked her what she enjoys most about Wii 
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bowling and she responded, “Teaching people. I love to see the happiness on their face when 

they get over 200 points.”  

Although it may not be immediately evident, SFC is also influencing the larger 

Sarasota community. In our interviews, Barbara Celnar kept emphasizing this point as she 

described the Centers’ evolution throughout the years as a “real important component to the 

community.” One example Barbara gave pertained to the Health Center and the 

responsibility of providing medical care for people over the age of 50 who lack insurance. “I 

was thinking the other day, where would all the people who come here go if they couldn’t 

afford to come to a country club for example?” she asked. “It’s so important that they have 

this place to come to and the county doesn’t have any other place to say ‘oh you can go over 

there’ if something happened to us so…. If the county didn’t have us I have to think what 

would the bulk of the people who come here…what would they do?” 

Barbara assigns herself the task of constantly thinking up new and innovative ways of 

attracting people to the Center as times continue to change. She commits the Center to 

providing resources that help people keep their minds sharp and social skills active. As a 

space providing these resources, SFC helps individuals venture beyond the restriction of their 

homes. Barbara describes this restriction as causing depression, which in turn causes illness. 

Barbara explained how most people originally viewed senior centers simply as places for old 

people to have fun. To her relief, the true success and importance of senior centers now 

challenge this misconception as they replace it.  Barbara’s activism extends beyond SFC to 

working with the senior centers of the state of Florida, a network that administers human 

services programs to benefit older peoplea. “We’ve worked hard to get legislative people to 

believe that this is your first step to keeping people healthy and independent and connected 
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that there is for very little money. Because they use to think they just go there to dance, or to 

listen to music. But now they’re finally realizing that socialization plays a key role in staying 

independent and keeping one’s health and wellness.” 

METHODOLOGY 

My relationship with the Senior Friendship Center began with an awkward game of 

telephone tag. People seemed confused by my desire to volunteer at the Center while 

simultaneously conducting research for a college project. I was first asked to submit a list of 

questions I intended to ask informants. I felt confused by this request because I had not set 

foot on the property, let alone began to compile interview questions. The closed-nit and 

caring community comprising SFC became instantly apparent to me the first day I came in to 

speak with the Manager of Volunteer Development, Caroline Allen. She seemed suspicious 

of my intentions at first and proceeded to tackle the source of my questions. I explained to 

her that the discomfort I experienced in compiling this list of questions resulted in an 

arbitrary collection. Before even attempting interviews, my first hope was to simply 

volunteer and become acquainted with the community. There was no way, I explained, that I 

could truly procure interview questions without this necessary first step. I proceeded to 

explain my anthropological background and my interest in examining ageism through that 

lens. By the end of our discussion Caroline seemed to trust my research interest and became 

very helpful. Shortly after our meeting Caroline introduced me to Barbara Celnar, who took 

me under her wing.  

I came into the Center an average of two or three times a week for about four hours, 

over a period of five months. The automatic doors open to a large, lively living room area 

that floods the ears with the sound of live music, streams of conversation, and laugher. I 
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would walk through this lively sea to the large window of Barbara’s office that overlooks the 

Great Room. Not wanting to bother the extremely busy director, I usually waved to her 

through the window to announce my presence. On the few occasions when I came in and 

Barbara was not directly attending to one of the many individuals who constantly come to 

her for assistance, I too gratefully interrupted and entered her office to exchange a few 

words. The rare occasions of Barbara’s free time were always something I appreciated and 

frequently snatched up. She always filled me in with the latest developments and new 

activities underway. Occasionally, she would tell me something about herself and express the 

stress she felt. I came to understand that Barbara Celnar is the force binding all the wonderful 

elements of SFC together. 

After greeting Barbara, I immediately made my way to the Wii station. Participating 

in a game that put my body in direct interaction with others alleviated the insecurities and 

awkward feelings I recurrently felt as the only younger person at the center. Vivian, the 

women in charge of the Wii, always played a game or two with me. From there I sat in one of 

the many chairs to write in my field notebook or I sat next to others and conversed.  

My favorite days at SFC, Mondays and Fridays, were different from other days 

because I attended the wisdom group, just one of the many classes taught at the Center. 

Originally free, a decrease in funding led to the Center implementing a $3 dollar fee for each 

class one attends. The list of more than thirty classes reveals a diverse selection covering a 

spectrum of interest that includes conversational French, beginners Spanish, tai chi, balance 

movement, tap dance, bingo, woodcarving, acrylic painting, writing, and ballroom dancing. I 

chose to attend the wisdom group because it was the class that facilitated the most active 

conversations. According to its organizer, Socrates, the purpose of the wisdom group is to 
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“talk about things you are not supposed to talk about.” Socrates started this group a few years 

ago because he was “terribly bored…and still is.”  

The wisdom group met in a room upstairs tucked into the far back corner of the 

building. We all sat around a large, oval-shaped table. Socrates, who ran the group, sat at the 

head of the table and constantly expressed strong and passionate opinions about every topic 

discussed. His investment and passion for knowledge surfaced recurrently in his habit of 

going around the table asking everyone the same difficult philosophical question. If someone 

attempted to get out of answering, Socrates stubbornly persisted and typically succeeding in 

extracting a response. He also enjoyed calling on people he felt remained too quiet, namely 

me. His intellectually aggressive nature should not be misunderstood. Although he did 

challenge people’s ideas and vehemently guarded his own, he always affirmed the value and 

worth of everyone’s opinion. This was reflected in every class where intimate emotions and 

personal experiences were shared, and praises and complements exchanged.  

At least once during every class I attended, tangential reminiscence of past shared 

experiences penetrated the conversation; reflecting everyone’s (expect mine) existence in the 

same generational age group. Comments on the problems of today’s changing society and the 

youth usually followed these conversations. During such moments I sat uncomfortably in my 

seat, feeling like a child in time out, avoiding eye contact. These discussions made me feel 

guilty –guilty for my status as a “young person that doesn’t understand” and continues to 

make a world that is not “what it used to be.” I knew the others saw my status in this 

category that my age designated for me. “Loren, why don’t you tell the class how the youth 

of America feels about all these issues we’re talking about?” Socrates pitched me this 

question more times than I can remember.  
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“Since you’re the young one, tell us how you understand…” Once again I found 

myself in the familiar position Socrates enjoyed making for me. On this particular day 

discussion focused on a sharing of beautiful moments everyone had experienced in 

childhood. A recollection of a moment in his childhood where Jon won a prized toy on the 

most popular radio show of the time ignited this. This time my response to the expected 

question from Socrates left him particularly unsatisfied. He continued to probe and ask what 

I meant by that, and then what I meant by that, and by that, until he finally gave up and told 

me that I in fact did not understand the rapture everyone else felt in the memories they 

described. Defensive, I proceeded to explain my most resent experience that I felt fell 

somewhat in line with their stories. My best friend and I both have summer birthdays and 

each asked our relatives for the same present, a plane ticket to visit each other during our 

respective birthdays. I had just returned from visiting her in Manhattan where I saw a 

Broadway show (an experience I never imagined possible for me) for the first time. Her 

birthday present to me was tickets to see Mary Poppins, one of my favorites. I explained to 

the group my love for this story and the extravagance of the performance. Socrates remained 

unconvinced. I was delighted when a few women began to defend me and argued that I did 

understand. One of the first women to warm up to me, Julia, who constantly winked at me 

and shared an exchange of smiles, fervently defended my position.  

Initially I felt confused and defensive about what I viewed as Socrates’ constant 

picking on me for no reason other than my age. He did intellectually antagonize everyone 

else; not in a hostile way, but in a productive way that stimulated the discussion. But he did 

poke at me the most, or so it seemed to me. However, after an intimate four-hour interview 

with him where he shared beautiful stories and valuable insights into his mind, I quickly 
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warmed up to him and believed I was beginning to understand him. He expressed a belief 

that children now are growing up in a very fragmented world that lacks proper nourishment 

and care for their needs. From the stories of his childhood I could understand exactly why he 

felt that way. Socrates’ attitude towards me was not the reverse ageism that I had originally, 

defensively understood it to be. Just as I began to feel warmly towards him, I felt that he 

started to reciprocate. He no longer picked on me in the same way; he asked me the same 

questions as everyone else, in the same manner. Occasionally he would smile and half wink 

at me while giving me friendly banter in such comments as:  “If we can put up with a wise 

guy from New College, we can put up with anyone else.” 

What changed in my relationship with Socrates, as well as with other members of 

SFC, was the beginning acceptance of me as a part of the community. One man, Tony, whom 

I would never conversed with, one day began to playfully “flirt” with me to the amusement 

of those around us; something he continued to do. One woman whose name I never learned 

began talking to me as one would a friend. Always well dressed and sporting heels, she came 

to the Center everyday and danced to the live music, whether or not others joined her. One 

day she asked me if I was working out because she could see that I had lost weight. She 

continued to comment on this and other elements of my appearance from then on. Her 

comments always excited me because I knew that coming from a member of the community 

with whom I never had a formal conversation, these comments meant that I was being 

noticed and starting to become part of the community. I do not mean to jump the bandwagon 

that excites every anthropologist, assuming that I was “in” and could possibly achieve an 

emic perspective. These instances document the building of rapport and my acceptance as an 

outsider within the community, rather than the previous perception of me as a stranger from 
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some other community. In the next chapter I will introduce three members of the SFC 

community while illustrating the life histories they narrated. 
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Chapter 3  

When you get to be this age you want to have a little dignity because that’s all you have 
–Ellen 

Life Histories 

The gravity of the issues facing aging Americans struck me particularly hard during 

two consecutive wisdom group classes I attended. The first class began with Socrates reading 

Garnet’s obituary. Garnet and her husband Jon attended every wisdom group class, where 

they always occupied the same back corner of the table. Garnet had passed away that 

Saturday. This created a somber atmosphere for the remainder of the class. After reading 

Garnet’s obituary, Socrates went around the room and asked everyone to share something 

happy they had experienced during the past week. It was not until the next wisdom class that 

Garnet’s death struck a note in me. At the beginning of this class, Socrates informed us that 

Jon, her husband, had been put in a nursing home. This grieved me. My mind became filled 

with images of Jon all alone, torn from his home, his community, the woman he loved gone. 

I became furious at Jon and Garnet’s four daughters for not choosing to take Jon into one of 

their homes. I recognize that I do not know the specifics of their situation. Perhaps Jon 

wanted to enter a nursing home. But I knew Jon, and to me this seemed like a case of 

premature institutionalization. Jon and Garnet had repeatedly boasted about the achievements 

and talents of their four daughters. During one wisdom group meeting, they secured control 

over the discussion by recounting memories about their daughters, continuously emphasizing 

how both their lives have been completely about and devoted to their children. I could not 

understand why, after Garnet’s death, Jon had not moved into one of their homes.  

Jon’s experience reminds me of how successful aging depends on the harmony of 

multiple variables. When choosing a place in which to grow old, Fry et al advise choosing 

the community one currently claims as her or his “home.” They encourage people to “live in 
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it for a long time and invest in its social relationships,” because “your investment will pay off 

in an old age in which you are perceived and supported in individual terms, not as an ‘‘old 

person” (2009: 122). Jon’s situation exposes the imprecision of this advice. Aging is not that 

simple. Aging is as complex and intricate as the individuals experiencing it. Each person 

experiences life—and conjointly aging—uniquely and differently. For this reason, this 

chapter focuses on the lives of a few individuals who regularly attend SFC.  

Socrates 

Socrates was one of the first people I conversed with at SFC. He struck me as very 

opinionated and also interesting. During the first conversation I had with him, he invited me 

to the wisdom group. From then on, I attended these classes weekly. Before I interviewed 

Socrates, I did not particularly like him. He seemed closed-minded in his opinions and 

succeeded to annoy me every class. After I interviewed him, my feelings toward him 

changed. He surprised me with the openness and honesty with which he shared his life story. 

I appreciated our conversations; they opened a window through which I could see the 

intricacies of Socrates’ past that make him the person he is. 

 

Throughout Socrates’ life narrative, he continuously asserted the high standards for 

living that his upbringing instilled in him. The majority of the life history he shared with me 

focused on memories from his youth. This reflected Socrates’ love of children and the grave 

importance he placed on the issue of raising children successfully while providing them with 

endless opportunity. A constant theme surfacing throughout my interview with Socrates was 

the transformation of American culture and values for the worse. He longed for the ways of 

the past.  
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A little baby in diapers somehow is crossing the street and there were not traffic 

lights. And he was crawling, and you know babies don’t just crawl straight across the street. 

They stop in the middle of the street, move back, move forward. And traffic stopped a whole 

block or two blocks. Till that kid did what he wanted. Today’s people can’t possibly believe 

what I just told you because they’ve never seen any approximation of it. 

 

Socrates was right; I had trouble believing his story. In my disbelief, I asked Socrates 

if anyone picked up the baby, or if they just waited for the child to finish crossing the road. 

He provided me with this story as an example of why the town where he was born, Arcadia, 

Florida, was “the kind of place that every child on the planet should have the opportunity to 

be born in.” He stated that today, Arcadia, is “the worst place on the planet. But it was 

absolutely magnificent.”   

 

I don’t remember the rest of it. You know how one scene sticks in your mind…and 

before and after, I couldn’t tell you, which year it was, whatever. But that’s the kind of 

people that were there. No traffic lights, no nothing. That I have known of, in my travels, 

there has never been a place that is that thoughtful. Americans today are not thoughtful 

anymore. Because everything is do your own thing, regardless of the consequences you 

inflict upon others. And that’s what we’re seeing. “Hey, let me make the money. I couldn’t 

care less how many people die in the process.” We know that wars are very profitable. 

They’re probably the most profitable business created by man. So that’s what we do. “Oh, 

another couple of million people died. So what?” Anyhow, that’s the terrible parts of my 
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philosophy, which I was taught. I didn’t invent what I just said. All I did was try to be a good 

student. And learn the real world, what theories are all about. 

 

Socrates’ father died when he was eight years old. Shortly after this, his mother 

moved the family to New York City. Perhaps Socrates’ remembers Arcadia as the perfect 

place because while he lived there his father was still alive and his family was still complete. 

Socrates made harsh criticisms about families today. He also set specific, high standards 

about what is required and needed for raising children and for fostering a successful, loving 

family. He articulated his views during one wisdom group conversation where we discussed 

gay marriage. As one of the few people in the group against gay marriage, Socrates justified 

his stance by stressing the importance of the family unit. Socrates believed that the American 

family is deteriorating. According to Socrates, by the very facts of nature, a gay couple 

biologically lacks the necessary elements required for successfully raising children. He said 

that children need the guidance of both a mother and a father, since “men and women are two 

different animals and you can’t expect one to be able to step into another’s shoes.” Socrates 

lacked a father figure for the majority of his childhood. However, he held his father in esteem 

just as much as his mother and described them both as “brilliant, wonderful, good, many 

talented people.” Socrates described a memory of his father that other people shared with 

him. 

 

My father made only one mistake. I know he loved me very much. He used to carry 

me on his shoulders and I would pee all over his shirt and he wouldn’t take me off. Now the 

reason I know that’s true is because strangers have told me that story laughingly. Those 
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people are all dead right now, but I’m never going to forget that. And he made that mistake 

when I was eight years old. He died on me. And a boy does need some kind of male direction, 

a father. Miraculously my mother took over. And I say miraculously because men and women 

are two different animals and you cant expect one to be able to step into another’s shoes and 

be brilliant at it. My mother could and did. 

 

Socrates’ attention to childhood is both idealistic and reflective of his own memories. 

This theme persisted in our interviews and during the wisdom group meetings. When he 

spoke of politics, art, money, love, science, or any facet of life, he repeatedly referenced his 

childhood. Most of my questions launched him into memories that he would surface from 

and ask me, “Um, what was the other part of the question?” I learned the early years of 

Socrates’ life in great detail. However, the chasm between his childhood and the Socrates I 

interacted with is unknown to me. I remember finding myself surprised one wisdom group 

meeting when Socrates mentioned that he had once been married for seven years. Socrates 

never revealed much of his adult life to me. He only told of his profession of being a teacher 

and owning several schools. And the reason he mentioned this was to recite another story 

proclaiming his mother’s gifted abilities and character.  

 

She used to steal my students. I had three, four, five schools in New York City, my 

own private schools. And I’m walking to her apartment every once in a while, and there are 

my students! One is learning piano from my mother, one is learning languages, and they’re 

right there! Now how the hell she arranged that, I don’t know, you can tell just using your 

imagination. That’s hard to do. How do you gather these people together?  What’s the 
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magic? What’s the attraction? I don’t know. That’s the kind of mother I had. And she was 

very proud of me. But she never said it in so many simple words to me. How do I know? I’m 

on the stage performing, and she nudges the person that she doesn’t know from hell, or 

beans, right next her, “That’s my son up there!” I’ve heard that countless times, so I know 

that’s the truth. Which means that she saw the show many times. So there you are. 

 

With wonderment, Socrates explained how his mother somehow afforded to enroll 

him in a variety of classes and provided him with the resources he needed to pursue his 

interests. She taught him how to read, write, and speak three languages, not including 

English, by the time he was three years old. She entered him in a contest on a nationwide 

radio program playing violin where he landed first place and won five dollars. She bought 

him test tubes, chemicals, and other items that allowed him to explore his interests in the 

sciences. 

 

How my mother arranged all those things I have no idea. We were extremely poor. 

And I never knew we were poor. I never suffered. Never. I don’t remember ever saying 

Momma give me, give me, like today’s kids do. And I can’t blame today’s kids because the 

important stuff is not what they think is give me, give me, like the toys. Why they’re saying it 

is because they don’t have the most important thing: the warmth and the love and the care 

that only human beings can give to the children. 

 

The opportunity and encouragement that his mother gave him are what Socrates 

lamented as absent for today’s children. Socrates’ mother’s encouragement led him to be a 
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young classical violinist and pianist. Socrates described this, and the rest of his arts career, as 

accidental. “I just tasted it because Momma provided the opportunities. And I did not know 

she was doing it. This was a brilliant woman. I had absolutely no idea she was steering me, 

never forceful, never raised her voice, no nothing.” Socrates eventually pursued a 

professional career in the arts. This also began with the influence of his mother. After taking 

him to his first play, Jack and the Beanstalk, Socrates’ mother asked him if he wanted to see 

an opera. After telling her how much he enjoyed it, his mother bought him season tickets to 

the Metropolitan Opera, seat C318, up on the top balcony. She could only afford one ticket—

for him. She bought him season tickets for eight consecutive years, always in the same seat. 

“I went to the opera, and in between the opera season there was ballet, and that was the tail 

end of the great companies.” 

 

I’m watching and out of the wings come sailing a man. I never saw such a high jump 

before. And he makes it look like it’s effortless. There’s no effort. When you’re playing games 

like basketball, you’re really worried. Tension shows in your face, and you’re dodging this 

and that, and it’s all pretty threatening. And here this guy is doing the same stuff. 

Effortlessly, with a smile on his face. And furthermore, he doesn’t end with a thud; and then 

he does another, and another. And then out comes this gorgeous lady and she’s doing what 

I’ve never seen such beauty being done, because it’s creative. That’s what the word creation 

is: she takes her abilities, including her natural femininity, and builds upon it, not changes, 

but builds. And of course there are people helping, like choreographers, and they all put into 

it. I was just stunned.  
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Soon after witnessing his first ballet performance, Socrates enrolled in ballet classes. 

After half a dozen classes he accepted his teacher’s offer to perform on stage for the first 

time. Someone at the show gave him a job as a supernumerary. Around nine years old at the 

time, young Socrates made the two hour train ride, every night, to work as a theater flower 

boy, earning one dollar per show. This entrance into the world of theater extended throughout 

his secondary school days as he continued working for the three major theater companies and 

“with the greatest creators at that time.” This experience shaped his character and the course 

of his life, he said. He commented that the men were men he “could look up to, they were 

gentlemen.” Such role models were very important, particularly when considering how 

Socrates lost his father at a young age.  

 

I remember there was a magnificent one. A tough wise guy, brilliant talent, called 

Anthony Tudor, created Romeo and Juliet. And my dear friend, Nicholas, who was just one of 

those guys: extraordinary performer. Remember there’s no speaking, no voice, and you have 

to mime the whole story—intricate. And he’s playing Mercucio. And I saw the damn thing 

hundreds of times. I knew it inside and out. I could do it on the street. I knew what was 

coming, all the jokes, the tears, everything. And every single time he does the dying scene, 

when he gets killed, you cry, and not just me. Cigar smoking guys whose wives dragged them, 

and they couldn’t care less about seeing the ballet, and they got their handkerchiefs out. Now 

that’s theater. Every single performance you’re going to be crying. Guaranteed. So with 

standards like that, why should I put up with the crap that I see today? I’m not going to do it. 
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Such a performance encapsulated the four basic doctrines that Socrates said 

demarcate true art: technique supplemented with “the additional layer of love, hate, laughter, 

and tears.” Socrates has never found such a masterpiece in the art created in Sarasota, “or 

Florida for that matter and I’m sorry because those are priceless things.” During Socrates’ 

arts career, he believed that he learned and played with the best musicians and performers of 

all time and “that spoils you rotten.” For this reason, he was extremely critical of the arts 

today. He talked about playing with two of the greatest pianist of all time, and expressed 

great frustration with people who attempt to relate to his experience by describing their 

pianist friend, “Joe Blow down the street.” As far as Socrates is concerned, “Joe Blow is 

nothing, and he never will be, even at his best.” 

 

I have been jealously guarding these people, who are all dead, all of my life. They’re 

all dead, great people. They were all personal, dear friends of mine. And that’s where I may 

appear to be arrogant at times; I hope I’m not really. But I’m not going to lower the 

standard, because they have been, and were. And I’ll be damned if I’m going join the 

fashionable crowd. I’m just not going to do it.  

 

Socrates said that the teachers he learned from, and the artist he worked with, surpass 

today’s artists. From cars, to ice cream, to frankfurts, Socrates believed American culture and 

standards changed dramatically after WWII. He believed that the family has “fallen apart” 

and that his own “people in America have no idea what it is to raise a child.”  He was furious 

about this. 
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I am afraid that it will be fixed in a most terrifying, terrible way. The same way that 

throughout history, the few times that devastation won, and people started with burying the 

dead bodies of their loved ones, and that means starting from scratch, not continuing on and 

building something. I think we’re past the point of no return, and I’m furious at even saying 

it because it sounds hopeless. And the reason it might be hopeless is because the human 

animal has a way of believing whatever he or she does is the way, not the way you do it, but 

the way I do it! And that thoughtlessness is the suicide we practice with. It is suicide to not 

give a damn about the effects your actions have on everybody else. That’s suicide. You don’t 

even have to love everybody, but you have to think about what you’re doing 

 

Socrates’ criticism is specific to American culture. After high school Socrates 

conducted a three-year tour around Central and South America, the Caribbean, and Mexico, 

performing ballet shows. This began when he received a letter from a ballerina friend in 

Cuba asking him to join her in a two-week performance there. He greatly valued this 

experience and believed that all young people should have a similar opportunity to travel the 

world. These three years further instilled in him values of what family and true happiness 

meant. 

 

I saw real love in abject poverty. People don’t even know what a shoe looks like, 

much less own a pair of shoes. Barefoot peasants. But the family, they are all very content 

and very happy. Now when you see that for real, not theory, not written in some book form, 

and you see that over and over again, it becomes incredible and incredulously magnificent. It 

becomes factual. And thereafter people can say that doesn’t happen. Well, let them say it, 
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because you know different. I think that’s called real knowledge of the real world, and it’s 

priceless. And that’s something we don’t have and we don’t give our children today. We give 

them credit cards, we give them cell phones, we give them hundred dollar bills to take off to 

the mall, but they’re not happy. And children, especially young people, must be happy, 

because as life teaches them more and more things, those kinds of opportunities for pleasures 

vanish. So there is one time in your life that children need it, and if they don’t get it then they 

will never get it. Thus, they become adults, minus the wonderful care that produces fine 

people. Okay. The world has chosen to do that, but I don’t. I can’t do anything about it. I’m 

one person. But we had it. In many different places, including this country. We were 

absolutely wonderful people, caring and taking love and care for each other. 

 

 Socrates said that Americans used value love and the family above all other 

things and that today’s Americans have forgotten these values and replaced them with 

superficial pleasures. Socrates expresses frustration with notions of American progress. He 

continuously describes American culture as being in a state of regress. 

 

During the Great Depression, what you read about in the New York Times and the 

history books are lies. For instance, people say, “Well, there were people without homes.” 

Well we have people today who are homeless and they are not happy people. And I don’t 

remember ever seeing anybody starve. I keep hearing about bread lines and people begging, 

borrowing, and stealing food. I never saw that. I did see something I don’t see today now in 

wealthy, opulent America now. Poor people, somebody knocks on their door, Depression, 

maybe they have a job, maybe they don’t have a job, maybe they’re together themselves, and 
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they go to the door and there’s a man there. Saying, “Do you have any chores you have to 

have done and maybe you can give me some food?” And it’s always the lady of the house, 

and I’ve seen this quite a number of times, so if I saw them, I mean, I’m not the whole world, 

there has to be hundreds of thousands who saw similar things, it can not be just me who’s 

seeing these things. And she doesn’t say anything, closes the door, comes back shortly with a 

bowl of food. And he says, “What can I do for you?” She says, “Nothing,” and closes the 

door… America did that, I remember Americans do that. I have never seen since the so-

called Depression, an American ever do that again. That’s not progress, that’s definitely 

regress. Whether the New York Times writes about it, or the Sarasota Tribune writes about 

it, I couldn’t care less, or some historian writes or makes great movies. The real stuff is what 

counts, not imagination, and of course my professions are all partly imagination and I know 

about that and it’s fun, imagination is wonderful. But the real truth about what really takes 

place can’t be faked regardless of the New York Times or novelists or historians. …. So we 

human beings are very good liars to ourselves because that’s the truth. I don’t like it but I’ll 

be damned if I’m going change the truth. 

   

  Socrates’ philosophy extended to the demise of American culture and 

values. “The same thing that has ruined America,” he told me, was what ruined the town of 

his youth. He described what this thing was.  

 

I just copied a draft that I had made a long time ago of the day America lost its 

freedom. And there is an exact date. When the Republican and the Democratic party became 

one party. They are not two separate parties, they play the same game—what’s good for 
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themselves—and they are not primarily for, of, and by the people. Now that day exists. When 

the Republican chairman the Democratic chairman of the party signed a saying that they 

were taking over all of the governing, starting with the elections. And the people will only 

have the choice to vote only for people whom they (the Republican and the Democratic 

Party) choose; and you can see they are. Once upon a time, in the election booth we’d have 

20 something different choices for president. And you could laugh at some of the choices, as 

some people of course did. And some were ludicrous, but they were choices. That’s where 

democracy really is. We don’t have choice today. You are told it’s going be one of these two 

guys. That’s it. That’s totalitarian dictatorship. That has nothing to do with democracy. 

 

For Socrates, this “totalitarian dictatorship” extended to all facets of American 

culture. Children, the innocent victims living in this dictatorship, inherit the obligation of 

managing and correcting this ever dwindling world. All the problems that Americans 

currently face begin at the level where they raise their children. This was Socrates’ greatest 

frustration. 

 

And I can’t stand myself because we’re taking away the priceless and precious 

word—opportunity—from the children. And this is my personal morality, I think that anyone 

who takes away an opportunity from a child is a criminal murderer, because that’s a living 

person, and a helpless one, and it didn’t ask to be around. You created him, and now it’s a 

piece of garbage? That’s the best example of blatant barbarism, worse than barbarism, if 

there is a thing, and definitely suicide. And we’re way past that curve, way past it. 
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Ellen 

 

Ellen was born and raised in Manhattan. She described herself as “strictly a city girl.” 

Early on, her city upbringing instilled in her an interest in other people’s ways of life. When 

Ellen was five years old she became the older sister of twins. She said that her siblings, as 

younger twins, received all the attention from strangers and their parents. They “were like a 

show piece” and Ellen “had to sort of go on my own, and I learned a lot by going on my own 

as a little kid. So I’d say I have street knowledge.” Ellen’s stories about her life emphasize 

independence and strong drive.. This disposition formed very early, and continues to this 

day. 

After high school, Ellen went to business school for one year, attending at night and 

paying her own way. Only very wealthy girls went to collage, she recalled. As an older 

person, Ellen enjoys learning about new things which were not available to her as a young 

person. She described how opportunities for woman are very different now than in her day; 

the majority of women took on domestic work, as opposed to office jobs. All her aunts were 

in the business field. She told me about one of her aunts who was in charge of a whole 

department of 143 women in the Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company. She proudly mentioned 

another aunt who worked for one of the largest paper companies in the country and was 

secretary to one of the vice presidents “because she was very good at short hand and typing.” 

Her mother remained a homemaker until late in life when financial circumstances demanded 

that she find a job. She presented herself as twelve years younger, took a course to update her 

knowledge, and became a bookkeeper. Ellen detailed these woman’s jobs in order for me to 
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understand the “kind of background” she had where “everyone was doing something.” Then 

she described her “other side,” which she called the “Irish side.”  

 

I had that kind of a background, everyone was doing something. And then there was 

the other side of the Irish, where they were known for going to bars for a great number of 

years, that has changed considerably now. In Ireland, they had the famine over there. They 

had nothing to eat but potatoes; that’s all they can get from the land. Over the years they 

upgraded all their skills. Right at the moment, they’re hitting hard times again. But it’s 

interesting; they were the underdog, and they came up, like all underdogs. If they have 

anything on the ball, they try to upgrade themselves. It’s been an interesting road, so to 

speak. I feel that with all the problems I’ve had, health problems, financial problems, 

setbacks, this, that, the other thing, I still think I came out a winner, because I’m here to talk 

about it, and I didn’t go off the deep end. You know my husband did well at one point, and 

then he did poorly, and we had a complete financial reversal—changes from one style to 

another. And only if you’re tough enough to balance it out will you make it. Other than that, 

you’ll have a nervous breakdown. And nobody profits from that. 

 

Ellen identifies strongly with this theme of the underdog who, in spite of many 

difficulties and challenges, rises up through the hard times. She stressed that her background 

is full of such underdogs. These two themes, Irish heritage and working-class woman, 

instilled in Ellen a desire and drive to progress and achieve her greatest potential. She sees 

proof that only people themselves can take control and guide the direction of their futures. 
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Ellen commented that she is much smarter now than she was as a young woman. 

Throughout her narrative she expressed amusement and embarrassment towards the decisions 

she made and the beliefs underlining them. Ellen was raised Catholic and practiced her faith 

until the early part of her marriage. “You were brought up to observe something, and you 

better do it. More fear than religion. I don’t think half of us understood what it was all 

about.”  

 

I don’t have biases against people. Life for me is too short now. And I never did have 

that. I never have that feeling of hatred with no reason. If you don’t know, why are you 

hating? Are you hating the person? Or are you hating what they stand for? Or what is your 

psychology for that? Some people are avid. They don’t like this, they don’t like that. I find a 

little good in everybody. You know, some are rotten altogether, and others are enjoyable. 

You got to find something you like about everybody if you’re on a close contact with them. 

Like you said you are with your roommate for all these years. Well, according to what I see 

in today’s world, that’s very unusual. Course I see it on TV—I look at a lot of these law 

shows, because being very old, I enjoy what young people are trying to do today. It’s hard in 

some ways, and then it’s also easy in others. Because you get grants, you have to work for 

them, but you still get them. Or maybe you have a relative, or two, who’s wealthy and they 

can afford to subsidize your education. And in our time we never had that. They all worked. 

 

This is an interesting response to the question of whether Ellen is currently religious. 

She said that while she was growing up children were required to accept the religion handed 

down to them without question. She is not religious anymore because “life for me is too short 
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now.” Instead she chooses to “find a little good in everybody.” Ellen described to me the 

intolerance that occurs in many religions and in the world today. However, she is hopeful and 

believes that young people are using the opportunities now given to them to change norms 

and challenge the status quo. Ellen certainly understood her religion, as well as being Irish, 

much differently as a young woman. She embodied the identities that were handed down to 

her in the way they were taught to her. As she got older, she claimed these identities as her 

own by living them on her own terms. 

For her first job, Ellen went to an employment agency called Alberta Smith where she 

got a job as a receptionist for J C Penny. 

My mother had told me, “You’ll never get a job if you say you’re Catholic. So don’t 

say you’re Catholic!” So on my application I put P-R-O-T, meaning Protestant, because I 

didn’t know how to spell it. And when the lady interviewed me, she said, “You put Protestant, 

what kind of a Protestant are you?” And I didn’t know that there were all kinds of 

Protestant, like Lutheran or Presbyterian, and I was only 17 or 18, and I got scared I wasn’t 

going to get the job. So I started to cry! And so I told her, “I’m not a Protestant, I’m a 

Catholic.” At that time, in those companies, you had to declare what you were. So I got 

hired, because she said I was honest in the end. And I never forget that because it was very 

embarrassing. And I was a kid, much younger than you. 

Even though her mother came from Ireland and strongly enforced Catholicism, Ellen 

and her siblings “were taught to say that we were American. We weren’t allowed to say we 

were ethnic, or religion.” This led me to believe that she grew up in an intolerant 

environment, but Ellen’s only comment about this was that it “left me open for all kinds of 

wonderful things in my life.” This deconstruction of categories may explain Ellen’s interest 
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in exposing herself to different lifestyles, places, and categories. “As you know I enjoy that 

so much, and I still, to this day, love different rationales.” 

Ellen worked at J C Penny for four or five years while attending night school and she 

gave part of her salary to her parents. She remembers enjoying this time of her life because of 

the social life and her interest in boys. Eventually, one of her friends told her she could make 

more money as a buyer. She applied for a job in the garment industry where she stayed for 

five years, until she got married. Her future husband lived in her apartment building and was 

seven years older. “There was a fascination there” because she had always liked older men. 

During WWII he went to the South Pacific and they wrote one another. She described her 

marriage as “fun” and it lasted for 45 years, until her husband’s death.  

Ellen and her husband had one daughter who currently lives with her, and has for the 

past 15 years. “Now I’m having health problems and I don’t want her to be burdened with 

that so I’m all for her moving.” Ellen is persistent in her desire that her daughter finds a place 

of her own. Ellen’s daughter moved in with her after a divorce set her back financially and 

emotionally.  Although she sometimes attempts to find a place of her own, her daughter is 

too afraid to move because “she sees what happens with a lot of people that go over-board 

and they end up losing everything. And she can’t afford that again, so she stays with me, and 

it works out. Its not perfect, nothing like that ever is.” Ellen comments that their living 

arrangement has become a financial obligation on both their parts.  

 

Financially, when this divorce occurred she had a set-back mentally, physically, 

morally, and it took her a little while. She was not a party girl. She had worked with him in 

Switzerland, and she had worked there 14 years. And it was way up in the mountains, at the 
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top of the ski area, one of these fashionable ski areas, and they had an inn, and there was a 

bistro in the bottom, and she worked there, and it got to be too much for her. It’s very 

claustrophobic in those places, you know; the towns are small, and everything is handed 

down from one to the other as far as hereditary back ground. And she was an American, 

outsider, you know. And she profited from all of her knowledge that she gained. She learned 

the language, which is very difficult—Swiss German, and Italian is very hard, and she 

learned it herself. If she hadn’t learned it she wouldn’t have had anyone to talk to because 

they don’t speak English, so she profited from that. And now in the job that she’s in, in 

Sarasota, she has learned Spanish because she needed that, so she went online and got some 

books. You know if you want to do something, you have to bite the bullet. 

 

Ellen’s discussion of her daughter centers around two issues: her daughter’s career 

success, and Ellen’s fear of becoming a burden to her daughter. The first issue reflects the 

value Ellen places on individual drive and achievement. Within her career, her daughter has 

constantly “bit the bullet.” The second issue reflects Ellen’s concern that one day she will no 

long have this independence that she prides and values. Ellen’s pride and independence 

translates to her relationship with her best friend, who used to live in Englewood, but moved 

up north. Consequentially, they don’t see one another much. Ellen does not like to travel with 

her health problems because “it’s too much of a burden to whoever you visit,” but they “have 

a running conversation.”  

 

It’s very nice to have things in common with people you associate with. Like I have a 

childhood friend who’s an artist. Her sister was my childhood girl friend, and she was the 
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youngest in the family. It’s so much fun having someone to talk to that you know way back 

when you were a kid, and we marvel at the changes of today, my god! How can they be doing 

this? Is that terrible? We weren’t allowed, you had to be dressed up all the time, casual was 

not a thing. Or women exercising, some of them played golf maybe, if they could afford it. I 

value her friendship so much. She won the prize in art when she graduated from high school, 

and if she had been wealthy enough, if they hadn’t needed her money at home, she would 

have been able to go on with her career. But that’s how it was for us back then. But when she 

got married later on in life, she married a divorced man, and they had a farm, an apple 

orchard, and that was her foray. And he had an insurance company, and they had this apple 

orchard, and she entertained. She was artistic, and could cook, and make things, and paint, 

she did watercolors, and colored pencils, and today that’s what she’s doing. He passed 

away. And it’s so much fun talking to her. We have so much in common, ‘cause I always try 

to keep advancing myself, I read. I like to have a background to talk about. I don’t like 

running people. You know that thing that women do? Gossip? I’m not interested. I’m only 

interested if I can find a level to enjoy something fun with people, or something they do, or 

accomplish. So I enjoy her talking. She’s up north, so we talk on the phone all the time. Her 

mother made all the clothing, she used to make lemon meringue pie like you never saw. So 

all these things you remember about people, if you like them.  

 

Ellen’s description of her best friend reflects the descriptions she offers of other 

valuable people in her life. They are all described as people with strong characters, constantly 

engaged in independence and continuous progress. “We have so much in common, because I 

always try to keep advancing myself.” This theme was even reflected in Ellen’s relationship 
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with SFC. She told me that she mainly comes to SFC because it is a form of exercise for her. 

Ellen constantly challenges herself physically and mentally. She created a program for each 

day that engages her in constant exercises designed to keep her from being an Alzheimer’s 

victim. “That’s my activity, preserving what I got so I’m not a burden.” 

 

Do unto others as you would have do unto yourself. In other words, make it your own 

thing. It took me a long time in life to learn that, and not imitate in other words. I don’t like 

certain things and I don’t indulge in them. I don’t like to gossip. I don’t like to demean. I 

don’t like unhappy. I always say, “lift it up a little, take it up another notch.” What is that, 

Emeril on TV? I like it. And say something fun. You’re in company, don’t always say, “Oh I 

have a pain in my head.” I have a pain in my head from the time I get out of bed, but you 

know, who cares? I don’t like boring. I like to read about different things, like the man did 

this thing on China the other day, and before he did that I got several books, exercise books, 

art books, mode of living books, all with the Chinese philosophy. So I enjoyed what he did. 

So I appreciate people giving. And that’s why I come to the Center. That’s why I come to the 

class. There are moments where I totally don’t enjoy what they’re saying because it’s 

repetitious, and it’s boring. But then, we’re all boring in some fashion. 

 

Patty 

 

During WWII concentration camps in Utah housed Japanese people. Patty’s father 

moved to this small town because he worked on the construction of the concentration camps. 

Patty was born in Delta, Utah, a small Mormon town in the middle of the desert where, she 
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said, she spent most of her time trying to avoid being bored. Her upbringing and family 

history are filled with racial and religious tension. Her mother was a Mormon girl and her 

father was Native American and very anti-Mormon. This tension between her father and the 

community was a theme throughout Patty’s whole life in Utah.  

 

Part of the reason he was anti-Mormon was that he was in love with a young woman 

when he first moved to Utah, and her father said that he could not marry her, and he made a 

lot of trouble for them, and they weren’t allowed to get married. And that was the first time 

he had been discriminated against for not being Mormon. And he followed up with that with 

a lot of anger for most of the time he lived out there. 

 

After working on the concentration camps, Patty’s father got a farm and also ran a 

service station while her mother ran a motel. Patty describes herself as growing up feeling 

extremely unhappy because she did not live in a big town. This launched her into a fray 

against boredom that persisted throughout her life. 

 

I used to help out with the rooms. My job was to clean the rooms every morning in the 

summer when school wasn’t on. I had to get up early, by 8. I had to work four hours, 8 to 

noon. I’d clean 16 units. These were old rooms, they were just double beds, dark and gloomy. 

And I was bored a lot. So to counteract the boredom, I would go to the library and get books 

to read. 
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She worked for her mother whom she describes as a hyper personality type, “one of 

those people that could never sit down and relax.”  Patty’s mother drank several cups of 

coffee everyday. She attributes her mother’s intense work ethic to the fact that her 

grandmother died when her mother was very young; so Patty’s mother had to take care of the 

entire family. She did physical work her whole life and lived to be 98 years old. Patty’s 

father wasn’t so lucky. “He had some very serious problems that affected me,” she explained. 

When Patty was 12 years old, her father worked on an alfalfa farm. While on the job, Patty’s 

father contracted a brain disease from a mosquito bit, she explained. 

 

After a few days, he changed completely. It was almost like a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 

kind of experience, because he wasn’t my father anymore, he was some stranger. And he was 

very sick and crying all the time. And he couldn’t figure out how to do the work he had to do, 

and this went on for years. He got better, but he never really got back to be himself. And my 

mother used to say, “I see Charlie, and it looks like Charlie, but its not Charlie.” And I had a 

lot of problems because of that. Eventually, we had to put him in a mental hospital, which 

was really hard because we lived in a small town and everybody knew. And he was very 

ashamed, and angry, and resentful over that. 

 

Only when he got sick did Patty’s father turn to religion. Since he had been in a 

Catholic orphanage for short time, he chose Catholicism. He never considered Mormonism. 

As Patty explains, during his mental decline from the disease, he still remained aware of the 

Mormon community’s perception of him. Patty’s father also confronted racial tensions within 

his own upbringing.  
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And that was also hard because, although he said he was proud to be an Indian, he 

wasn’t raised with a lot of kindness from the older brothers and sisters that he lived with. 

And the parents, since they didn’t marry, his father left his mother when he was just a baby. 

And later, because the Indian rights came about, and there was oil to be gotten, and Dickson 

Cornel (his father) claimed that he wasn’t his son, and later it came out that he was his son, 

but he disowned his whole family, so my father never got his inheritance. 

 

Along with her duties at the motel, Patty used to help pump gas at the service station 

and once in a while she’d go to the farm and drive the hay truck. She had a lot of friends 

while growing up and they were tomboys. They would ride bikes, climb trees, and go 

swimming. When she was 14 she started dating her first boyfriend. Patty told me that in 

Delta there were two forms of entertainment on the weekends. The first was the weekly 

Mormon weddings, Friday and Saturday night, that everyone would attend. A band would 

play and everyone would dance. The other entertainment was the drive-in movie theater. 

 

So I dated young. I was very into being with this young boy who was very interesting, 

and amusing, and fun to be with, kind of a comic. And I remember he drove a salmon pink 

Ford, and you never see that again, that color. And I imagined myself in love with this kid. 

And eventually he dropped me for somebody else, and I was really hurt. It took me a long 

time to get over that. 
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This marked the beginning of Patty’s relationships with men. After her first 

boyfriend, she went out with quite a few more boys. She described one whom she dated for 

two years as very domineering, very demanding, and someone she “didn’t really care much 

for, but there weren’t very many guys in that town, and he was captain of the football team. 

He was the big cheese.” So she “ended up with him regardless.” After high school, her 

family moved to Anchorage, Alaska. Here, she met a man in the army whom she married.  

Patty enjoyed the summers in Alaska because it never got dark, only twilight. She 

also enjoyed the stars and the Northern Lights. However, in the winter time, the sun rose at 

10 am in the morning and set by 3 pm. She felt pretty lonely because they lived in a small 

apartment and her husband worked in the oil field. He would be gone for 10 days at a time 

and home for only four days. Patty decided to start selling Tupperware in order to occupy her 

time. “I didn’t really care about Tupperware; in fact, I didn’t even use the stuff. But I sold it, 

and I was good at it. I was the top sales person for three years,” she said. She would throw 

two Tupperware parties a day, as her war with boredom continued.  

 

It kept me active. It gave me something to do. I really needed something to do. I had 

some education, but not enough to get out. I tried a couple things. I tried to be a secretary, 

but my typing skills weren’t very good. 

 

Eventually her husband stopped spending much time with her. He had a lot of friends 

from the army and would go out hunting and fishing with them. He was also a skilled 

guitarist and singer, and began performing in night clubs. Patty described these all these night 

clubs as iffy places that she was not allowed to be in. He got a lot of attention from women, 
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and eventually fell in love with a folk singer who got pregnant. Patty remembers how he 

started treating her indifferently and became disinterested in her. By the time Patty was 20, 

they had one child. Five years later, they had their second child. 

 

He wanted me to stay on birth control; he didn’t want me to have children. Then after 

the four years, I said, “Do you want to have another child? Because if you do, we should 

have one, or forget about it.” Plus the birth control pills were driving me bonkers. They were 

the first ones that had come out, and I was wacked out half the time on those things. My 

attention span and ability to think was zilch. But as far as selling Tupperware, I could do 

that, I had those people skills. And so eventually he came home and told me, before 

Christmas, that he was seeing this woman. 

 

This was shortly after she had her second baby, when she and her husband had an 

argument. She suggested that he return to the oil field, which infuriated him. He bought her a 

bunch of TV dinners, diapers, and baby formula, and disappeared for two weeks. They ended 

up getting a divorce that took a month to finalize. Patty’s mother came up to Alaska and 

helped her pack up all her things.  

 

I was just crushed and devastated. It took me a long time to get over things. I never 

really did get over him. But I got married within a year, and I married a stable personality 

type. And it was a good marriage; he was always good to me. 
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Patty and her second husband had one child together, but she laments that although he 

was always good to her, he was not as good with the children. They moved to the suburbs of 

Pittsburgh. She got pregnant right after they moved there and she remembers being lonely 

because her husband was a workaholic. Where Patty turned to Tupperware as a means to fill 

up the time her first husband did not spend with her, she filled up the hours her second 

husband did not spend with her by turning to activism. She specifically became involved 

with women’s rights and joined the National Organization for Woman.  

 

My husband was not at all happy about it because I kept bring these books home, and 

he didn’t want to hear about it. He wanted dinner, and he wanted sex, and he wanted to go 

out to a movie, and he felt sort of trapped by my whole new attitude. I had become a different 

person when I moved to Pennsylvania; I got away from the little town I grew up in. 

 

Patty also led a consciousness raising group for women that met every Friday night, 

“because we wanted to be liberated.” They would talk about all the things that were going on 

in their lives: getting work, getting along with their husbands, and how hard it was to find 

child care for their kids, which was a big issue at the time since day care didn’t really exist 

yet. She also marched for the Equal Rights Amendment, which never did pass. She joined 

karate and self defense classes. “I was really wrapped up in all this, and this was really hard 

for my husband to deal with.” Patty also decided that she wanted to start going to college. 

She and her husband got into a lot of arguments over this. Patty’s husband, who was very 

tight with money, did not want to pay for her education until she decided on a career path. 
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Meanwhile, Patty argued that she needed to go to school in the first place in order to find out 

which career she wanted.  

Her husband landed a very important job for the Department of Commerce in 

Washington, D.C.. However, he had a couple strokes, and was having trouble staying on the 

job. He also had a drinking problem and he mixed alcohol with his medication. By the time 

he was 64 years old he was “really messed up in the head,” she said. Eventually, Patty had to 

put him in a hospital, where he lost 80 pounds, and eventually died. Patty struggled to cope 

with this devastating event. 

 

I had gone kind of goofy because I was hooked on Xanax. And I was hooked on that 

stuff and my daughter had come to stay with me. And she grabbed the pills and told me, “I’m 

not going to let you have them.” And since they’re highly addictive, I was a basket case, and 

ended up in the hospital. And my kids decided that Mom is going to go into an assisted living 

place. They didn’t want me in the house because they thought maybe I’d do myself in, and I 

didn’t want to live by myself anyways. And there was this assisted living place called 

Sunrise… 

 

 Patty didn’t mind being there. She thought it was “kind of nice.” It seemed like a big 

hotel, with fancy dinners. She had a lot of women around her and a few men to talk to. 

However, it turned out most of the women there had Alzheimer’s. After six months of living 

there, “I got thinking about it, and I said, if I’m going to stay in this place, I’m going to make 

myself useful. They had activities there, but they didn’t have enough.” Once again, Patty 

combated boredom and conjured up her ability of extracting the most out of the circumstance 
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she faced. She describes herself as the only form of entertainment for the people at Sunrise 

because she would do such things as play memory games with the Alzheimer’s women and 

play the jukebox while encouraging everyone to dance. 

 

I would do stuff like that to keep them going. And they were smart women, but they 

were stuck in there and they weren’t going to get out of that place. And they were very lonely 

because they had activities, like bingo, but a lot of those women needed more stimulation. 

And a lot of the men were disabled, had been in the army, they were in wheelchairs so I 

would go up and give them hugs, and talk to them and give them hugs, and extend myself to 

these people. Because I knew what it felt like to be lonely, because I had been in that house, 

and I knew what it was like to really want to do something for somebody, with somebody. 

 

She was there for three years, and comments that she did not want to leave. But her 

daughter and her daughter’s girlfriend wanted Patty to watch their house while they went on 

a U.S road trip for a year. This brought Patty to Sarasota. She enjoys it here and hopes to buy 

her own place here once her daughter returns from her travels. Patty prefers Sarasota over her 

home in Maryland because “there are a lot of activities here for older people” and she has not 

“seen that where I’ve lived in Maryland, there’s nothing comparable to this.”  

 

The following chapter examines how Socrates, Ellen, and Patty’s life history 

constructs their social identities. I then look at how memory functions on the collective level 

to construct group identity and place. This analysis specifically focuses on SFC and the 

wisdom group as a place for individual and collective memory.  
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Chapter 4 

Every time I go out and get to do something it’s a gift from God. 
–Phyllis  
 

Memory and Individual Identity 

Although aging practices and notions are culturally constructed, they are individually 

experienced. Socrates, Ellen, and Patty’s lives expose the chasm that exists between cultural 

assumptions and the realities of old age. Kaufman might look at their life histories as a 

process that strives to maintain, for the individual, a self-identity with a sense of continuity 

that instills the present moment with meaning. Her assertion that reminiscence actively works 

to maintain a person’s sense of self may be true for some individuals, but she assumes that 

this is the case for all older people. As Tsuji’s work shows, some individuals might not have 

a fragmented sense of self in old age that requires the managing of past selves. Regardless of 

their internal understanding of self and their life histories, the people I interviewed did 

choose to reveal, and leave out, specific details of their lives. People are intentional in their 

choices to share certain memories, but one can never fully know the selves other people 

construct within their own minds. Nor can one ever fully apprehend how other people 

understand their lives and derive meaning from past experiences. All one can know about 

another person, in a life review context, is what that person chooses to share. 

Kaufman uses life histories as a foundation for interpreting the psychological 

processes that govern identity formation and help individuals derive meaning from their 

understanding of self. A person’s life history engages reminiscence, a life-long, continuous 

process by which the person understands the self. Kaufman selects and interprets the central 

themes of life histories in order to discern how people construct the “ageless self”. Themes 

reveal the idiosyncratic ways people experience and understand events and moments in their 
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lives through which they strive to maintain a continuous sense of self. Kaufman states that 

identity formation presents people with two challenges: (1) maintaining a “sense of 

continuity across the life span,” and (2) reconciling their lives with cultural assumptions and 

expectation of how their lives should be lived. The presence of themes addresses these 

problems by bringing the past into the present.  

Although Kaufman’s theory provides valuable insights, I believe that one can never 

fully succeed in reaching the goal she outlines. One can make guesses about how people 

form and interpret their self-identities, but they remain only guesses. I cannot assess the 

psychological function of a person’s life history, because it is different for each individual. 

But I can look at how memory is actively used in the physical world. 

Where Kaufman analyzes themes as a tool to discern how the individual forms an 

understanding of the self, in contrast, I examine themes to discern the self that the individual 

presents to others by narrating a life history. The individual makes conscious choices and 

decisions while selecting the parts of life narrated. This process of selection makes the life 

history very important. Vesperi articulates this in her discussion of the large collection of 

memories old people can choose from when adjusting or adjusting to social demands (1985: 

76). The life history is particularly unique and powerful because through it a person performs 

his or her whole life to other people, constructing everything that they choose to share. They 

tell other people, “This is where I have been, this is what I have done, this is who I was, and 

this is who I am.” They create a personal past for the present. What is relevant to the 

audience is not the “actual” past, but this past, the past the person reveals.  

I do agree with Kaufman’s idea that the life history uses themes and reminiscence to 

construct identity. A difference between Kaufman’s view and mine is that Kaufman 
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examines identity construction psychologically, as individually meaningful. I understand 

identity construction performatively, as culturally meaningful. While memories are important 

psychologically and inside of the individual’s head, memories told and shared are the ones 

that become active. The life history is not, as Kaufman describes, “identity in old age.” It is 

the identity the individual chooses to perform. A person engaged in the act of narrating a life 

history is involved in a performance of identity construction. This performance is a matter of 

choice. By actively selecting and presenting meaningful memories, the life history creates the 

self identity that the individual wants others to see. This is how the self is externally 

constructed on the individual level. However, it must be stressed that performances of 

identity-construction are not entirely a matter of free choice but are dependent on their 

relation to other people’s perceptions. In her discussion of reciprocity, Vesperi addresses how 

older people must manipulate situations in order to reveal what others think of them. 

Unfortunately, this process can reinforce cultural stereotypes of aging (1985: 57-59). 

Myerhoff describes cultures as mirrors that offer self-presentations to their members, 

resulting in self-knowledge for the individual and the group. Furthermore, culture functions 

as a stage that provides people with opportunities for pronouncing self- and group identity. 

Because of this, performance is not optional and “Being is a social, psychological construct, 

made, not given” (1979B: 233). Performances are a way of appearing, and more importantly, 

a way of establishing self-definitions. They are “shaped and groomed justifications, more 

akin to myth and religion than lists of empty external events we call history or chronicle” 

(1979B: 234). This form of self-presentation creates self-knowledge for the individual and 

the group whereby people embody their places in the scheme of things and designate their 

location within the social structure (1979B: 261). Myerhoff states that since these self-
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presentations are intentional, their demonstration of “what is” also documents what should be 

or should have been. Life histories provide an opportunity for appearing through which 

people integrate their historical experiences to construct and manifest an identity (1979B: 

254-5). 

Socrates 

I was introduced to Socrates as a college student; during our first conversation he 

explained to me the pointlessness of formal education. Socrates continuously talked about 

“real” knowledge of the “real” world describing it as superior to the “theory” one learns in 

school. This theme surfaced during most of the wisdom group meetings and immediately 

placed Socrates in a position of authority. He supported all of his beliefs with past 

experiences, and since life histories detail past experiences indicative of “real” knowledge of 

the “real” world, his argument dominated arguments supported by theory. Furthermore, since 

he was largely successful in establishing that the past he grew up in morally exceeds the 

present, all his life experiences held legitimacy over those of the corrupt post-World War II 

world. His life narrative opens with an image of his birth town where a baby is crossing the 

road and traffic stopping for blocks just so the baby can continue on their way. This is clearly 

an idealized presentation. He seems to know it because he said that people do not believe it. 

He does not assume that their disbelief results from inconsistencies, exaggerations, or flaws 

in his stories. As far as Socrates is concerned, people do not believe him because “they’ve 

never seen any approximation of it.” He believes he is misunderstood because people today 

live in a truthless world unlike the one of his past. 

The main theme throughout Socrates’ life history is opportunity. He credits his 

mother for all the experience, knowledge, and skill he acquired during his life because she 
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always provided him with opportunity. Even though they were poor, his mother funded all 

his interests. He “just tasted it because Momma provided the opportunities.” He clarified that 

she never forced anything onto him, rather she gave him the choice to do things. He believes 

that today’s children are robbed of this right. “We’re taking away the priceless and precious 

word—opportunity—from the children.” He stated that his own personal morality is “that 

anyone who takes away an opportunity from a child is a criminal murderer.” Children may 

currently experience a world more technically advance than the one Socrates grew up in but 

“they don’t have the most important thing: the warmth and the love and the care that only 

human beings can give to children.”  

 This theme overlaps the second important theme in Socrates’ life, art. 

Beginning in his early childhood with the first performance he ever saw, Jack and the Bean 

Stalk, art was and always will be an important aspect of his life. He spent most of his 

childhood practicing ballet and working for theater companies, “the tail end of the great 

companies.” He engaged in the social world of the arts where he befriended and learned from 

“the greatest creators of all time.” He attended theater performances that brought every 

member of the audience to tears. He witnessed masterpieces that he has never seen again, 

because true art does not exist anymore. He “jealously guards” these people who “have been, 

and were” the best. He refused to lower and align his standards with the “crap” of today, he’s 

“just not going to do it.”  

 Socrates narrated the longest and the most detailed life history that I collected, 

but he ended his life history during the decade of his twenties. Only about five or ten minutes 

of the four hours devoted to telling me about his life focused on his adulthood. By focusing 

the entirety of his life history on the events of his childhood, Socrates distinguished it as the 
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most important part of his life. The childhood he presented is difficult to take literally. I 

personally doubt that half of it actually happened, but rather that he presented his upbringing 

as an ideal. The activities and achievements he described designate him as extremely 

educated, talented, and gifted. I think Socrates constructed this identity in order to legitimize 

his opinions and to situate himself in a position of intellectual authority. 

Socrates seemed to view our interviews as opportunities for teaching me valuable life 

lessons and truths about history. It seems that Socrates’ goal in narrating his life story was to 

convince people that our current culture is in a state of regress. He vindicated criticism of 

how the past is represented. He stated that history books falsely portray the Great Depression 

during which he never saw anybody starve. On the other hand, he pointed out that there are 

thousands of starving people in America right now. In his view, all of today’s technological 

advances amount to nothing in comparison to the destruction of the family and political 

corruption. Socrates defined American society as risking suicide. The identity Socrates 

constructed in his life history enable him to convincingly argue these harsh sentiments within 

the wisdom group, where someone else could not. 

Ellen 

The theme of the underdog structures Ellen’s life history. She began by explaining the 

history of the women in her family, demonstrating how the opportunities available for 

women were completely different from today. After high school most women found a 

domestic job and perhaps attended business school at night. Only wealthy girls attended 

college, this meant that Ellen could not. Instead she did what most women did, she worked. 

Ellen is part of a tradition of working women. She mentions that during her life she struggled 

through many hardships and “came out a winner.” 
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 The theme of the underdog is also central in Ellen’s discussion of her daughter. Her 

daughter went through a divorce that wounded her financially and mentally. But she 

persevered. She moved from Switzerland into Ellen’s house and taught herself Spanish in 

order to earn a job. She “bit the bullet.” Ellen wants her daughter to move out of Ellen’s 

house because Ellen worries that she will become a burden to her daughter. This fear of 

burdening others even terminated Ellen’s visits to the home of her best friend in New 

England for fear of burdening her. This concern relates to the underdog theme. Ellen’s 

designs her life around this and plans an exercise program for each day so that she will not 

become an Alzheimer’s victim and a burden.  

This theme also reflects Ellen’s love of knowledge and learning. She never went to 

college and said that as an old women she loves learning new things that were not available 

to her when she was young. The underdog theme underlines events in her life and infuses 

them with specific ideals and attitudes. With this theme, Ellen presents herself as the 

successful underdog. She constructed an identity that is strong and independent. 

Patty 

 Growing up in a small Mormon town exposed Patty to a childhood of 

boredom and racial and religious tension. She talks about never understanding why her 

parents chose to live in Delta, Utah, and she always felt regret about not living in a city. She 

read books from the library because she was bored. The boredom that began in her childhood 

remained something she battled all throughout her life. This theme governs Patty’s ambitious 

and active life style.  

During the time she lived in Alaska she threw two Tupperware parties a day for 

because she needed something to do. During her second marriage she combated boredom 
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with activism. After her husband died, her children put her into an assisted living facility 

because they worried that she would hurt herself. She did not mind being institutionalized 

because it meant that she wouldn’t be alone. The theme of boredom is present here in the 

way she assumes the responsibility for entertainment at the assisted living facility. She 

empathized with the people there because she knew the feeling of loneliness because she 

“had been in that house.” 

Each phase of Patty’s life is distinguished by the men in her life. Her father 

experienced racism for being half Native American and discrimination for not being 

Mormon.  He got a disease and became “some stranger” to her. Patty’s romantic relationships 

with men began when she was fourteen years old and continued throughout her life. Patty 

engages in relationships with men, even when those relationships are difficult; she settles for 

them in order to avoid loneliness. The theme of men and boredom construct an identity of 

Patty as active and constantly searching for something.  

Memory and Group Identity 

Myerhoff identifies two types of performances where self-definition occurs. The first 

occurs during natural occasions where a group is given a space in which to perform. The 

second happens when such a space does not exist and the group must invent a space; she 

terms these definitional ceremonies (1979B: 234). I believe that Myerhoff is forgetting a 

third type of performance, the narration of life histories and memory. She continuously 

discusses life histories as functioning in the same way, with the same purpose, as the other 

two types of performance she mentions. All three are avenues for self-presentation and self-

definition. The difference between them is that the first two performances provide self-

definition for the group, while life histories allow for individual self-definition. Life histories 
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are not merely private recollections of a person’s life; they are actively told and shared with 

others. The individual’s life can be very significant for the group. Stafford states that, “Not 

simply ‘self-serving,’ memory reenters the social world as a cultural resource—a device by 

which people do things together (2009 B: 87).” Although Myerhoff acknowledges that the 

integration of earlier states of being does provide a sense of continuity and completeness that 

can be potentially essential for some people (1979B: 239), awareness of this act of private 

recollection as an internal, individually managed process clarifies it as distinction from the 

life history. The presence of an audience makes life histories a matter of performance. 

Individuals perform life histories that are then managed by culture. Regardless of the 

individual’s understanding of self, the telling of life histories to an audience results in self-

recognition and self-definition.  

Group memory and definitional ceremonies continuously construct group identity. 

Memory constructs group identity in the same way that it constructs individual identity; by 

bring the past into the present while infusing it with meaning. When people share memories, 

they promote the maintenance of a shared past (2009B: 86). Stafford states that, “memory 

does not merely represent or signify the group, but helps to build it, to sustain it in an active, 

constitutive process” (2009B: 87). Stafford describes this as the bodily experience of 

memory (2009B: 87). Myerhoff terms this specific use of memory, where important parts of 

the past are purposively reassembled for moral and aesthetic purposes, “re-membering” 

(1979B: 240). This special type of recollection aggregates significant members, prior selves, 

events, and all the significant parts of a past story. This aggregation is a purposive and 

significant unification and establishes the retelling of memories as an activity with 

ideological, as oppose to historical, goals. The group links their shared beliefs and symbols to 
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historical events. In these stories minor particularities and specifics fall through the cracks as 

focus is placed on larger, central themes. Group re-membering shows that life does not only 

belong to the individual living it, but to the group as well (1979B: 240). Group memory not 

only represents the group, it engages the community in an active process that sustains and 

builds the group. This active, bodily use of memory manifests ritually as “people do things 

together” (2009B: 87). The ritual component of memory promotes “the maintenance of a 

shared past” (2009B: 86) and constructs identity on the collective, group level. 

Definitional ceremonies actively connect memory and space by inventing a place for 

performance. These performances reconstruct the group’s identity and this requires the 

referencing and building upon of group memory. Definitional ceremonies usually occur when 

a marginalized group responds to a more powerful and dominant, outside society (1979B: 

261). As strategies providing “opportunities for being seen and in one’s own terms,” 

definitional ceremonies confront the problems of invisibility by “garnering witness to one’s 

worth, vitality, and being” (1979B: 264). They function in the same way as life histories. 

Definitional ceremonies are collective self-definitions specifically intended to proclaim an 

interpretation to an audience not other wise available (1979B: 234-5). This completes the 

process of cultural mirroring as the group claims the stereotypes enforced upon them and 

reflects them back into society in an altered form.  

SFC, Group Memory, and Group Identity 

After visiting Sarasota, Brother Geenen, decided Sarasota needed a place that allowed 

old people, from across all backgrounds, to come together to escape isolation and find 

solutions to the challenges of aging. The 500 people who arrived on opening day invented a 

space for themselves in response to society’s marginalization of them. Geenen knew that 
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people face a complex assortment of issue as they age and society needed to acknowledge 

these individuals as active members of society. Geenen tackled the challenge of 

marginalization by performing this definitional ceremony that allowed older people the 

opportunity to appear and define them selves to others. It gave old people a place to go. This 

allowed them to engage in group activities and to develop a sense of group identity. Now 

very visible to the outside community, SFC can perform definitional ceremonies outside of 

its walls that present a self-definition that counters and challenges stereotypes about aging.  

Today, SFC possesses a distinct and unique group identity. This identity began 

forming the moment people began infusing the space with meaningful memory. SFC’s motto, 

“People helping people,” reflects Geenen’s reason for creating the center and references the 

memory of SFC genesis. This value of helping others, made meaningful by the group’s 

memory of the past, characterizes part of the Center’s group identity. This theme is central to 

all the work SFC does. Well over 5,000 individuals volunteer for the SFC network. During 

my time there, I rarely encountered an individual not wearing a volunteer name tag. Simply 

participating in SFC makes one a volunteer, a person who helps other people. This exposes 

SFC dependence on the individual’s engagement in the community for its survival. It is also 

a strategy for engaging older people and building their self-esteem and sense of 

responsibility. 

The group’s collective memory is visible in the physical make up of SFC. The 

upstairs classrooms hold boxes of archival documents and albums full of old photos. 

Collages and photographs of resent events and members of the community decorate the 

walls. This demonstrates that SFC provides a place for memory. Monthly lunches celebrating 

the birthdays of people born in that month celebrate the memory of these members’ births. 
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Everyday Barbara welcomes first time visitors to SFC by introducing them to the group 

during lunch. This act of welcoming distinguishes the visitor as an outsider and the others as 

one. The SFC monthly newspaper focuses on a specific range of issues that address the 

concerns of its members. One article I read was entitled, “How to Keep Your Spirits Up 

When Times Are Down,” and this issue focused on the importance of mental health and 

benefits of brain building activities. The articles in this newspaper always addressed specific 

challenges people face while aging. These recurrent themes reflect the shared issues and 

concerns that individuals at SFC find important.  

I continuously witnessed the group’s collective memory and identity during wisdom 

group meetings. Members of the wisdom group frequently shared articles and stories with the 

class. Most of this literature consisted of silly anecdotes that poked fun at the struggles of old 

age. I remember one article entitled, “You Know You’re Old If…” that proceeded to ridicule 

the lifestyles of old people. Everyone in the wisdom group burst into fits of laughter during 

the reading of such articles. The humor always escaped me as I forced myself to chuckle 

awkwardly.  

My presence alone made the group’s identity more distinguishable. Group 

discussions encouraged the sharing and exchanging of memories and opinions. All the topics 

we discussed launched everyone into an excited state where they narrated specific memories 

and detailed recollections of tokens from the past. My own opinions where often translated as 

representative of the belief’s of the whole American youth. This is something that 

consistently made me uncomfortable. Each time Socrates directed the dialogue towards me 

by asking, “Loren, why don’t you tell the class how the youth of America feels about all 

these issues we’re talking about?” I always qualified my response by explaining that I did not 
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know what the youth of America felt and that I could only explain how I felt about the topics 

under discussion. Socrates tended to became frustrated by this and he sometimes told me that 

I in fact did know how the youth of America felt about the issues we discussed.  

Within SFC, the wisdom group created its own space for group memory and identity. 

As a space for the discussion of topics “you are not suppose to talk about,” the wisdom group 

designated itself in contracts to the rest of SFC. Ellen attended the wisdom group, instead of 

others, because “there’s an exchange there.” Socrates always commented that the individuals 

forming the wisdom group were but a few of the decent, truly good people remaining in the 

world. His role as the group leader established this recurrent comment as definitive of all the 

members in the group. All praise within the wisdom group began with Socrates. As the 

individual receiving the praised shyly rejected this, other members of the group would chime 

in to reinforce Socrates’ praise. This daily occurrence collectively established the identity of 

the group’s members as distinct. As part of the same generational cohort, members of SFC 

shared specific historical experiences. This shared memory was accepted and expected. The 

wisdom group’s collective memory differed from this because the group continuously shared 

individual memories. This established a uniform group identity based on a shared group 

memory.  

Place 

Along with identity, individual and group memory also reconstruct space. Stafford 

states that human interaction turns space into place by infusing it with meaning (2009B: 15). 

Place contains memory, and this distinguishes it from space. Space is defined by 

geographical reference points. While place is the physical space once it becomes infused with 

meaning and memory (2009B: 15). Stafford uses the idea of place to highlight the 
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importance of home in an analysis of aging focused on the body-in-place, as opposed to the 

individual aging body. Home is significant because it provides the individual with a place to 

age in. It also provides the individual and group with a space for memory that allows for the 

construction of self-identity. Stafford, along with many other scholars of aging, argues that in 

order to age successfully, individuals must possess a home to age in.  

The central issue of successful aging becomes a matter of how the individual 

succeeds in creating and maintaining their home. The process of reterritorialization 

transforms space into place that people then identify as “home.” As Gupta and Ferguson 

explain, space, and the clusters of interaction occurring within it, continuously reterritorialize 

space. Furthermore, the physical world and human bodies mutually constitute each other. I 

believe that the individual can maintain a home by utilizing reminiscence and ritual 

performance to turn space into place; this infuses it with memory and meaning on the 

individual and collective group level. These ritualized acts reterritorialize space and results in 

the construction of elder-friendly places necessary for successful aging.  
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Conclusion 
 
You got to think about a lot of things when you’re older. And I feel that if anything happens to me 

now, I gave it my best shot. I tried my hardest and I feel compensated that I used good judgment. 
-Ellen  
 
Stay connected, stay engaged, that’s one of the most important things in life. 
–Barbara 
 
 
During my last day at SFC, I found myself even more taciturn and awkward than 

usual. As I sat in the Great Room, jazz music, laughter, playful banter, and fragments of 

conversations filled my ears as I witnessed the fading of the passing moment. I thought about 

all the people who had extended themselves to me. I thought about the memories individuals 

shared with me as they presented their life histories. I thought about the corner seats Garnet 

and Jon sat in during each wisdom group meeting. And I thought about how those seats were 

suddenly empty one day. I observed the empty spaces around me and imaged the individuals 

who had occupied them as the years passed. I wondered if my absence from this chair 

positioned along the periphery of the Great Room would be noticed. More than anything, I 

felt guilty for requesting that this community invest their time and share their memories with 

me for the purpose of my own research, the completion of which marked the end of my time 

here.  

As I peddled my bike away from SFC, I understood that even though my research had 

ended the individuals at SFC still continued to age and confront the realities and challenges 

of old age. I understood that I had a responsibility to SFC that I would use my research to add 

a new perspective within the anthropology of aging. I wondered how I would situate my 

research experience within the anthropology of aging and what valuable insights this could 

contribute to the discourse.  
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I am reminded of Myerhoff’s Number Our Days (1978). The individuals in this 

ethnography continuously conveyed a sense of urgency as they narrated their life histories 

and described the places of their past. There was also a shared sentiment among most 

members of ILC regarding their immigration to the United States and the Americanization of 

their children and grandchildren. They proudly detailed the achievements of their children, 

many of whom had successful professional careers. However, this sense of pride was 

intertwined with feelings of bitterness and betrayal. They disapprovingly commented on their 

children’s failure to teach their own children Yiddish and observe Jewish tradition. These 

acts were understood as the intentional jettisoning of their culture and values. I have 

experienced this sentiment within my own experience as a first-generation American.  

Unlike ILC, SFC is not entirely comprised of immigrants. The ILC community is 

made up of eastern European Jewish immigrants. The SFC community is more diverse. By 

describing the sentiment of ILC members towards their American born family members, I am 

highlighting the struggles each generation faces in raising younger generations, the struggle 

of preserving the memories that form generational heritage. I wonder where the distinction 

between evolution of culture and destruction of culture lies. When people make such 

statements as, “Things just aren’t how they used to be” or “Kids these days just don’t 

understand,” they articulate the message that something is being lost. Is this for the better or 

the worst? Hopefully something is also being gained.   

As mentioned earlier in this thesis, many of the problems facing older Americans 

stem from their marginalization. I have argued that cultural mirroring is central for resolving 

this problem. Scholarship on aging provides tools for resolving the problems facing older 

Americans. It must be remembered that these insights only work when individuals and 
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Americans as a whole establish personal and lasting relations with one another across 

generational lines. People must understand that the well-being of one’s self directly depends 

on the well-being of others. 

In Number Our Days, Shmuel comments on the passing of time. He describes to 

Myerhoff the difficulty of holding on to the past.  

When the great Hasid, Baal Shem Tov, the Master of the Good Name, had a 
problem, it was his custom to go to a certain part of the forest. There he would light a 
fire and say a certain prayer, and find wisdom. A generation later, a son of one of his 
disciples was in the same position. He went to that same place in the forest and lit the 
fire, but he could not remember the prayer. But he asked for wisdom and it was 
sufficient. He found what he needed. A generation after that, his son had a problem 
like the others. He also went to the forest, but he could not even light the fire. “Lord 
of the Universe,” he prayed, “I could not remember the prayer and I cannot get the 
fire started. But I am in the forest. That will have to be sufficient.” And it was. 

 
Now, Rabbi Ben Levi sits in his study in Chicago with his head in his hand. 

“Lord of the Universe,” he prays. “Look at us now. We have forgotten the prayer. 
The fire is out. We can’t find our way back to the place in the forest. We can only 
remember that there was a fire, a prayer, a place in the forest. So Lord, now that must 
be sufficient.” (quoted in Myerhoff 1979A: 112) 
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